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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The economic success of photovoltaic (PV) power plants depends crucially on their lifetime
energy yield. Degradation effects and the total lifetime directly influence the produced electricity and therefore the cash flow, which also impacts the levelized costs of energy (LCOE)
and therefore the profitability of the power plant. In most cases, the lifetimes and degradation
rates that are used to estimate the system performance are not system-specific but are
based on average values from the evaluations of older systems or data sheets. So, these
values unfortunately have no direct correlation with the specific components of the specific
PV system, nor the operational and climatic conditions at the specific location. Also, the
mathematical models used for calculating the expected power output typically expect linear
degradation rates which are not in line with real degradation processes found in the field,
which are typically non-linear.
This report gives an overview on empirical degradation modelling and service life prediction
of PV modules since they are the major components of PV systems that are subject to the
effects of degradation. For other components no comparable scientific data is available. The
structure of the document addresses different stakeholders with different backgrounds.
Chapter 1 begins with a short introduction including a condensed overview of the state of the
art.
Chapter 2 follows with the definition of relevant terms and definitions. Since especially in discussions on lifetime and degradation different terms are not used coherently in industry or
science, the authors try to improve the situation with this dedicated glossary. In addition, the
extremely relevant term “end-of-life” is discussed with different definitions, depending on the
point of view and perspective of the user and the typical factors impacting the PV module or
PV system. For this “end-of-life” term, no definition which is generally applicable in all situations can be given. Since the definition is crucial for the calculated service life, yield, and all
related parameters, through to LCOE it is important to be aware of this when evaluating
power plants and PV investments.
Climatic factors play a major role in degradation and are by nature location specific. It is precondition for the creation of meaningful service life prediction or degradation data to know
about the relevant (climatic) stressors. Therefore Chapter 3 introduces the different relevant
climatic stressors as well as classification schemes and methodologies to handle and analyse them. The chapter also describes differences and relations of the so called macroclimatic stressors, describing the climatic conditions in the ambience of the modules, and the
situation at material level, the so called micro-climatic stressors. The latter describes the relevant parameters for degradation processes and so also the mathematical models addressing module degradation and service life prediction. The ambient macro-climatic conditions at
specific locations can be estimated using data for the climatic regions or adapted climatic
maps and so be classified using climatic classification schemes which exist also specified for
PV purpose like e.g. the Köppen-Geiger PV scheme. For the determination of microclimatic
loads - which are typically input parameters for degradation models, further calculations are
necessary. The report presents possible ways to determine the necessary data for the most
important micro-climatic parameters which are temperature and humidity. This data is also
very important for the definition of accelerated tests, which can deliver module specific parameters for the service life and degradation prediction. Chapter 3 also describes basic ac11
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celerated ageing tests, as described in the respective IEC standards, and how they can support degradation and service life prediction and modelling as well as their limitations.
Chapter 4 addresses general degradation and service-life modelling approaches including
related issues. It starts in section 4.1 with general issues of empirical modelling one has to
be aware of when working on mathematical modelling solutions for service life and degradation prediction and interpreting results. There are very different approaches for empirical
modelling of the lifetime performance prediction and service life of products such as PV
modules empirical statistical modelling, and empirical physical modelling. Physical empirical
models are those that utilize analytic or numerical forms to represent the fundamental physics and chemistry of the phenomena. Statistical models, often referred to as data driven
models, use mathematical forms which are able to fit the (measured) data without direct relation to physical or chemical processes. Both approaches use empirical (measured) data to
determinate parameters which can be used for predicting future behaviour.
Section 4.2 introduces on one hand models for specific degradation modes or phenomena of
modules (e.g., backsheet or cell cracking or electrochemical corrosion). On the other hand,
modelling approaches for degradation effects of components and materials are presented. A
special focus is here on degradation of polymeric materials since these materials are known
to be sensitive to degradation effects causes by typical climatic stressors like high temperature, humidity and UV radiation. The modelling approaches using predictive models and inferential mechanistic models are presented using polyethyleneterephtalate (PET) degradation as catchable example. It is shown that different modelling approaches are necessary to
describe all degradation effects. Weak points of modules can be identified and focussed optimization of products can be supported.
Performance degradation models are addressed in Section 4.3 which are the core models for
the prediction of degradation of modules over time for specific types and locations. Combined with defined end-of-life conditions, these models can be used for service life prediction.
Different approaches which have been specifically developed for PV modules are presented.
Starting with an approach focusing on physical and chemical processes and the specific application. An approach to develop performance loss rate (PLR) models following the statistical methodology is presented as well including the processes to determine the relevant parameters from field data.
The modelling approaches are presented including the methodological approach to the problem the used input data, and parameters related to specific module types or local climatic
conditions, down to calculations of degradation rates over time or remaining useful lifetime
(RUL) or total expected lifetime.
The latest scientific work shows that service lifetime and degradation models for PV modules
are of specific use if they combine different modelling approaches and include know-how and
modelling parameters of the most relevant degradation effects. Such models can differentiate
between the behaviour of different module types and to include the situation at different service locations. For some modules, it is also necessary to use multi-step modelling approaches to enable meaningful results.
Advanced approaches of data analysis and modelling also enable the determination of degradation signatures which can be related to specific degradation effects. This approach is
expected to be very helpful in future work to identify failures based on operational data.
Since uncertainties of input parameters can have significant impact on the results but are
often not totally avoidable, these topics are addressed in Chapter 4.3.
12
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INTRODUCTION
The economic success and environmental impact of PV power plants depends crucially on
the degradation and service life of the PV modules and other components of the PV power
plants. The behaviour of PV modules is especially relevant since they typically show gradual
degradation effects over time. The useful service lifetime and degradation of PV modules
directly influences the lifetime yield of electricity, and therefore, the levelized cost of the electricity (LCOE) produced [1]. Degradation and service life are influenced not only by the materials used and the quality of module manufacturing, but also by local environmental effects
that dictate the exposure conditions of the PV modules. Therefore, the lifetime and degradation of PV modules cannot be determined easily and are not valid for all locations and applications. Since both are dependent on local and operational conditions, the prediction of service lifetime from PV module degradation rates must be taken into consideration all of these
factors and incorporate them into mathematical models.

Purpose
The report introduces the influencing factors for service life and degradation of PV modules
and components as well as the modelling of degradation effects and service life prediction. It
describes relevant stresses and load effects in section 3 and different modelling approaches,
as well as models which have shown to fulfil the requirements of PV stakeholders in section
4. The descriptions are written in a way to address the needs of readers from all stakeholder
groups, so on one hand people with no background in mathematical modelling who are interested in the influencing factors, potential of service life prediction, and interpretation of given
data, as well as experts in reliability and degradation modelling. The chapters therefore briefly describe the approaches and background as well as examples and list relevant literature
for further reading.

Overview / State of the Art
The increasing deployment of PV worldwide is a clear indication that PV will play a big role in
the worldwide energy mix. This increasing trend in the inclusion of PV is exciting, but also
comes with several challenges. They include the following: reliability issues, reliable integration of PV power in electrical grids, end-of-life issues (how to deal with out of service PV
modules or PV components), and many others. To address these issues, two main approaches are being used: 1) experimental investigations and 2) mathematical modelling.
In the experimental approach, usually different testing conditions are applied according to
established standards to accelerate the ageing of PV modules. According to the applied conditions, different degradation modes can be induced and through different characterization
techniques the physical/chemical kinetics of the induced modes can be understood. This
understanding helps the manufacturers to improve the different PV materials and components and hence the reliability of PV modules. The understanding also helps to develop degradation rate models used in lifetime estimations. Although this area is highly studied by different research groups, it is also among the still challenging topics in the field. This is because the current standardized testing procedures are designed to induce specific degradation mechanisms that cannot directly be used to evaluate the reliability of PV modules in realworld operations [2].This challenge is well known, and some research groups are designing
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testing procedures that can induce several degradation mechanisms using more combined
stress conditions [3]–[5].
To evaluate and predict the service lifetime of PV modules in real-world operating conditions,
mathematical approaches are usually utilized [2], [6], [7]. Physical and statistical methods
have been commonly used and recently machine learning approaches are being applied.
The basic concept of mathematical approaches is to extract the degradation rates from historical PV performance or climatic data and use the extracted degradation rates to extrapolate the performance until the PV module “lifetime”. Indeed, it is also crucial to understand
how the lifetime is defined in the PV performance context. Excluding catastrophic events
(such as fire) it is unlikely that a PV module drops its power generation to zero. However,
even though a PV module is still generating power, its power output might be too low to be
economically viable to continue its operation. Therefore, for economic viability of PV projects,
most PV module manufacturers guarantee a power reduction of less than 20%, referenced at
standard test conditions (STC), modules tested under 25°C temperatures, 1000 W/m 2, irradiance, and air mass 1.5, within 25-30 years of operation. Therefore, in the manufacturers’
context, the lifetime of a PV module is often defined as the time required for a PV module to
lose its initial STC power by 20% (so-called degradation limit) [8].
For outdoor degradation evaluations, statistical methods are commonly used. Therefore, different statistical methods are available and are being proposed [9]–[11]. Although the methods are based on similar principals, that is, to determine the trends in the historical data, they
differ in their accuracy. In this report, the commonly used statistical methods as well as the
recently proposed methods are presented. The major drawback of statistical methods is the
lack of a direct correlation of the evaluated degradation rates to the climatic variables and
degradation processes. In this regard, physical models are utilized to capture these correlations. Different physical models have been proposed for different degradation mechanisms
especially for indoor applications [9]. For outdoor degradation rate evaluation, little has been
done in this direction with only a few authors that proposed physical models limited to the
dominating stressors (temperature, UV irradiance, relative humidity, and temperature cycling)
[6], [7]. Although these models can provide a representation of combined outdoor effects,
more generalized models that considers all the influencing factors (including additional or
specific stressors, e.g., corrosive salt mist) in addition to the so-called dominating factors are
still needed. Such models will provide a good estimation of the degradation rates under different operating conditions. Additionally, most physical models are proposed based on the
assumption that the degradation kinetics follow an Arrhenius temperature dependence. Due
to the different degradation mechanisms, it is unlikely that all the mechanisms obey the Arrhenius temperature behaviour; therefore, an investigation of which degradation mechanisms
follow the Arrhenius law and which ones do not can help to improve the accuracy of the degradation rate models.
For lifetime prediction, usually a linear approximation with a constant degradation rate is
used. Although this can be a sufficient approximation depending on the performance degradation trend, it is not usually applicable and can lead to increased uncertainty in lifetime predictions. In this regard, different authors have recently investigated and proposed models for
the non-linearity in performance degradations [12], [13]. Such studies will aid to improve the
accuracy and reliability of service lifetime predictions [14].
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TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Since some relevant terminologies for the topic of the report have no standard definitions or
are usually interchangeably used, in Table 1, the definitions of the different terms are presented as used in this report.
Table 1: Definitions of terms as used in this report.
Term

Definition

Acceleration

Increased rate of degradation in respect to a shorter time frame than i realworld conditions (definition for this report).

Acceleration
Factor

Multiplier indicating the factor by which the degradation rate is increased. An
acceleration factor is defined for a specific degradation mechanism in a
specific material under a specific exposure condition. Otherwise acceleration factors tend to be crude approximations or inaccurate or incorrect.

Back sheet

Polymeric multi-layer foil; outermost sheet of the PV module on the rearside. It is designed to protect the photovoltaic cells and electrical components from external stressors and to act as electric insulator. The back sheet
typically consists of a multi-layer polymer laminate (or co-extrudate) that has
high dielectric properties.

Climate

The average weather in a given area over a longer period of time. A description of a climate includes information on, e.g. the average temperature and
humidity in different seasons, precipitation, wind, and sunshine/irradiation. A
description of the (chance of) extremes is often included.

Climate Zone

Areas with distinct climates, can be classified using different climatic parameters. Climate classifications are the basis for detailed geozonal models of
climate zones. The most popular classification scheme is the KöppenGeiger climate classification scheme [15], but other classifications more
specific to PV were developed (including the relevant correlation between
climatic stressors and effects on PV).

Concentration

In chemistry: the amount of a substance in a defined volume or mass. As a
ratio, the mass ratios (mass concentration) or the volume ratios (volume
concentration) can be used.

Corrosion

The reaction of a material with its environment, which causes a measurable
change in the material. Corrosion can impair the function of a component or
system. An irreversible interfacial chemical reaction of a material with can
result in consumption or in dissolution into the material.

Degradation /
Ageing

The gradual process of change in characteristics with operational time of a
material/component/system triggered by stress impact. Typically for PV this
aging process causes a decrease in performance (power loss).

Degradation
Rate

A parameter that quantifies the magnitude of a PV module power decay of
its initial maximum output power.

Effects

Reactions, alterations, or changes of state, due to causes. Here typically
due to the impact of stressors.
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Encapsulation

Polymeric film embedding the solar cells and electrical circuits to prevent
mechanical damage to the solar cells and to prevent water, water vapour
or oxygen ingress to the electrical contacts.

Evaluations

The experimental measurements to be made at each exposure step in a
study.

Exposure

The exposure conditions to be used in a study, include the specific stressors and stressor levels, and the times of each exposure step, between the
experimental evaluations.

Homogeneous
Material

Uniform materials; consisting of one substance in one defined state.

Homogeneous
Load

Same mechanical load applied to all parts / sections of a material, component, or system.

Homogeneous
Stressor Level

Same stressor level of a stressor applied to all parts / sections of a material, component, or system.

Hotspot

Localized heating of a PV module due to a) reverse biasing and junction
breakdown of a solar cell, b) at a solder bond due to increase of contact
resistance or fatigue, c) at contact points of separated parts of a cell.

Lifetime

Period of Usability of a Product.

Load

The stressor level for an applied mechanical stress as a load on a material
/ component / system.

Macroclimate

The general stressors (e.g., temperature, irradiance, humidity, rainfall) that
a PV module is operating under which are often defined by climate zones
(e.g., Köppen-Geiger).
The sum of the general environmental and climatic stressors (e.g., temperature, irradiance, humidity, precipitation) at a location of interest; often
given by the climate zone. For the report: describing the climatic conditions
around the PV module.

Mass Transfer

Net movement of mass from one location, usually meaning stream, phase,
fraction, or component, to another. Mass transfer occurs in many processes, such as absorption, evaporation, condensation, drying, precipitation,
distillation or induced by concentration gradients of a given substance. For
PV modules, especially moisture and oxygen ingress is of relevance [16].

Material
Moisture

Water contained in a water absorbing material can be relative or an absolute value.

Microclimate

The local stressors that a PV module is operating under that are specific to
its exact location (e.g., albedo, stress induced from mounting, variations in
temperature, irradiance due to location in a PV field).
The sum of the local stressors that an object, e.g. a PV module experiences during operation; is specific to its exact location and surrounding (e.g.,
albedo, stress induced from mounting, variations in temperature, irradiance due to location in a PV field) and design. The microclimate can be
inhomogeneous even within a PV module (different humidity or cell temperature).
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Performance
Loss Rate

A parameter which assesses the performance evolution of a PV module or
PV system based on a performance metric (e.g., electrical, or empirical
metrics) [17].

Performance
Ratio

A measure of the quality of a PV module, expressed as the ratio of the
actual and theoretical PV module energy outputs [18].

Relative
Humidity

The amount of water vapour present in air expressed as a percentage of
the amount needed for saturation at the same temperature.

Reliability

Probability that a product, system, or service will perform its intended function adequately for a specified period of time or will operate in a defined
environment without failure.
PV Materials/Components/Systems, reliability means the probability that
the material/component/system will operate adequately for a specific environment and time without failure. This is related to the specifics of service
life and end of life definitions.

Reliability
Model

A time dependent function that describes the evolution of PV modules
power with increasing operation period.

Service Life

Period of use under operating conditions defined specifically for each
module or installation. For PV modules, it can be often related to the expected business plan.
Life Cycle: Description of all stages of a product; The life-cycle stages of
photovoltaics involve (1) the production of raw materials, (2) their processing and purification, (3) the manufacture of modules and balance of
system (BOS) components, (4) the installation and use of the systems,
and (5) their decommissioning and disposal or recycling.
End of Life (EoL); Depends on many factors such as technology, operational, and economical factors. In PV EoL is often related to warranty conditions (e.g., time required for a PV module to lose 20% of its initial STC
power). For more details on the specifics see section 2.

Soiling

The deposition of airborne particles, including, but not limited to, mineral
dust (silica, metal oxides, salts), pollen, and soot. Soiling also includes
snow, ice, frost, various kinds of industry pollution, sulfuric acid particulates, bird droppings, falling leaves, agricultural feed dust, and the growth
of algae, moss, fungi, lichen, or biofilms of bacteria. In PV, soiling is meant
to be the accumulation of material on light-collecting surfaces in solar
power systems [19].

Stress

Mechanical stress applied to a material / component / system from physical loads.

Stressor Level

Magnitude of a stressor applied to a material, component, module, or system. For example, if irradiance is the stressor, the level could be 0.5 suns.
Stressor level x Time = stressor dose.

Stressor

Physical, chemical, mechanical, or biological stress which is acting on a
material/component/system. Examples include temperature, irradiation
(UV, VIs, NIR), water/moisture, electrical potential as well as mechanical
stresses such as compressive or tensile impact.
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Study Protocol

The complete definition of an experimental study, including definitions of
the exposure conditions, the experimental evaluations used to characterize
changes, the measurement plan for when the data of each evaluation will
be acquired and analysed, and the results interpreted.

Thermal
Shock

Thermal shock is caused by a type of rapid transient mechanical load. By
definition it is a mechanical load caused by a rapid change of temperature.
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Service Life Prediction
The methodology used to calculate the end-of-life of a product is called Service life prediction
(SLP) [20], [21]. This methodology involves predicting the life of PV modules through the
modelling of degradation as a function of impacting environmental and operational stressors
[20]. Such calculations require adapted mathematical models which are able to include all
relevant stressors and also specific parameters of the specific module type. So, the models
can be rather complex and often require a lot of (experimental) work to supply all relevant
data. Pickett [22] notes, "there is a fundamental difference between the SLP process and a
standard test protocol. Evaluating and qualifying materials for commercial applications requires testing under standardized, agreed-upon conditions to generate pass/fail criteria. It is
engineering. The problem comes in the question of how those test results correlate to the
real world. SLP requires doing many experiments, constructing a model consistent with the
data, and making the prediction with a range of uncertainty. It is science."
Service life prediction as it is applied in the present report is modelling the development of
gradual degradation effects leading to a reduced functionality, in the case of PV modules, to
a reduced maximum output power. Catastrophic failures resulting for extreme events like
hailstorms, fire, human impacts etc cannot be included in such SLP models.
Pcritical is the minimum required functional property level that must be defined in quantifiable
terms to implement SLP, see definition of end-of-life below. These failure criteria can be selected to examine different failure modes for different products. It is common to redefine the
critical value defining failure several times over the course of SLP experiments as one receives more insight into the system under study [20]. Each specific failure mode will generate
a SLP model that predicts the time-to-failure limited by that particular failure mode. When a
single SLP model is able to predict several types of failure within an experiment, this is evidence that the different failure modes share the same degradation pathways.

Definition of End-of-Life
Service Life calculation requires a clearly described status of the product which defines the
end-of-life. If a product reaches an unserviceable status the decision is clear but for PVmodules this is a very rare case and if it occurs, it is usually linked to extreme impacts like
e.g. hailstorms or fire events. Such events are not included in the service life prediction approaches and models described in this report since they are not depending on intrinsic processes in the modules and not following gradual changes. An overview of potential module
failures, influencing factors and effects can be found in a previous report of IEA PVPS Task
13 [23].
End-of-life is defined differently for PV modules, depending on the specific context or issue.
The end-of-life is typically dependent on the use of the PV module and the specific conditions
of the PV power plant. Current levelized costs of energy (LCOE) compared to replacing the
modules or the operation and maintenance costs of modules are often influencing factors.
The following chapters describe different terms and definitions related to the end of life of PV
modules as well as influencing parameters.
The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) defines accelerated testing procedures
by which to ensure a defined quality level of PV modules, summed up in so called “Type Approval Testing” standards such as the IEC 61215 series for terrestrial PV modules [24]. Unfortunately, these tests are linked in many people’s minds to specific service lifetimes or warranty times but is has to be clearly mentioned that this is not the case. The standards have
been developed to identify specific weaknesses of modules and ensure a basic quality level
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but do not address the issue of defined service lives. They especially do not differentiate between different climatic conditions where the modules will be operating in. These "Type Approval Tests" use four pass/fail criteria to determine if the module satisfies the requirements
of a particular testing standard: First, the measured module power output (P max) must not
degrade by more than 8% of the initial power before testing. Additionally, there should be no
open circuit or ground fault detected. There should be no evidence of major visual defects,
and finally, the insulation test requirements are met [25]. It has to be mentioned that the test
requirements have to be seen as minimum requirements and the tests are aimed to identify
early faults (infant mortality) or product series defects, so all these simple pass/fail criteria
are only defined to identify specific quality issues in these tests but cannot be interpreted as
end-of-life conditions. So, neither the tests nor the pass/fail criteria can be used to perform
service live prediction calculations and even more do not allow for a correlation of passing
the standardized tests with specific service lives at a specific location.

2.2.1 End of Functional Life
A more general description of the end of functional life is required for PV modules in the field.
The functionality of products degrades over time. This degradation is described by mathematical models correlating influencing factors, in the case of PV modules typically environmental and operational stressors, with a reduction of a selected property, for PV modules the
selected property is usually the module power. As described in section 2.1, the end of functional life is reached when the critical property has fallen below a certain value. Then the
functional end of life is reached. From a purely technical viewpoint, the end of functional life
of a PV module is only reached when the module does not deliver any electricity at all or
electrical safety is not guaranteed anymore. This is from the practical viewpoint not reasonable and therefore often much higher levels of the critical parameter are chose, which can be
influenced also by non-technical reasons (as warranty levels).

2.2.2 End of Economic Life
Depending on the economic situation of a specific PV system, the end-of-life can be reached
due to changing contractual conditions (e.g., changing electricity prices) or if it comes economically attractive to replace PV modules by new ones with higher efficiency. In such cases, the end-of-life can be reached at all stages of degradation, but usually the degradation is
influencing the decision since it influences performance and yield, see also description of end
of functional life. For optimizing these decisions, using appropriate degradation models which
can predict degradation is key.
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CLIMATIC STRESSORS
3.1 Introduction to Climatic Stressors
Degradation of PV modules is controlled by the materials and components of the PV module,
and the stressors (irradiance, temperature, humidity) the module is exposed to in the local
climate zone. And these module and climate factors directly impact the service life of the PV
modules. The term “Climatic Stressors” sums up all stressors which are arise from the local
climate where the PV module is deployed.
Regarding service life and degradation estimation for technical products, one has to differentiate between macroclimatic stressors and microclimatic stressors. Macroclimatic stressors
describe the macroscopic situation of the product, so more or less the conditions around the
product, defined by the weather conditions etc. Microclimatic loads describe the specific situation on the very specific piece of material of interest. So microclimatic conditions describe
the factors directly influencing degradation processes. Some of them are described by the
same physical values as the macroclimate, e.g. temperature and humidity, others are additional, like e.g. mechanical tension within a product. There is usually a strong dependency of
the microclimate on the macroclimate for PV modules since they operate in outdoor condition
and so e.g. high ambient temperatures and irradiation levels (macroclimate) also lead to high
temperatures of the module and high irradiation doses for the materials microclimate.
The chapter gives an overview on the different stressors, as well as on possibilities to determine and classify them and handle related uncertainties.

Figure 1: Schematic presentation of macroclimatic loads, e.g., irradiance, humidity,
temperature, snow, short-term temperature changes triggered by clouds, sand.

Macroclimatic Loads
PV systems are operated under almost all kinds of extreme environmental conditions. For
example, PV modules in deserts experience high levels of solar radiation which are associated with high module temperature differences between day and night. PV modules in alpine
regions experience high mechanical loads from wind, ice, and heavy snow loads which place
particularly high demands on the stability of the multi-material composite PV module. In every region, there is a very specific mix of climatic and environmental stressors. The influence
of these stressors on the performance and reliability of PV systems is often difficult to predict.
Synergistic effects between the stressors also occur such as moisture which can accelerate
degradation reactions or open new reaction paths. In addition, the combination of mechanical
loads and chemical stress can lead to drastic material degradation or failure.
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3.2.1 Relevant Macroclimatic Stressors
The different factors of the ambient climatic conditions, the macroclimatic stressors, are impacting on the module conditions (microclimate) and influence the degradation processes in
manifold ways. Some of the stressors can be directly linked to specific degradation processes, e. g. extreme snow loads to module breakage, others are linked to several or like in the
case of temperature to more or less all processes.
The most important macroclimatic stressors are listed below, subdivided into (i) influence
parameters determined by the climatic conditions and (ii) environmental influences on the
materials/composites.
Table 2: Relevant Macroclimatic Stressors.
Stressors

Examples

Climate induced stressors
Temperature

•
•
•

Extreme values (often interrelated with high irradiance)
Influencing reaction rates of most chemical processes
Temperature cycles
o
o
o

Humidity

•
•
•
•

•
•
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triggered

by

Humidity (can induce chemical reactions - hydrolytic
degradation)
Dew (can induce chemical reactions such as hydrolytic
degradation)
High Surface Conductivity
Precipitation (often interrelated with mechanical impact
or thermal shock)
o
o
o
o

Solar irradiation

short-term temperature changes
clouds
day-night temperature differences
seasonal temperature fluctuations

rain
snow
ice
hail

Ultraviolet (UV), Visible (can induce unwanted chemical
reactions; C-C bond cleavage, photo-oxidative degradation)
IR (generates temperature increase and accelerates
degradation reactions)
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Environmental stressors
soiling (mostly from natural local
sources)

•
•
•

bird droppings
aerosols, pollen
dust, sand

human pollution - pollutants gener- •
ated by local sources (industry,
heavy traffic, agriculture, …)

chemical stressors

stress impact induced by the local •
geographical conditions

near the coast

•

o
o
o
o

o
o

chemical stressor (e.g., salt)
mechanical stressor (e.g., high wind load)

in alpine regions
o

•

acidic air pollutants (e.g., NOx, SOx)
basic air pollutants (e.g., ammonia)
salt (e.g., road salt near the motorway)
oxygen

mechanical load (e.g., heavy snow load)

in regions prone to hail and thunderstorms
o
o
o

hail impact
lightning strike
storm-prone which manifest as mechanical
and dynamical mechanical loads (e.g.,
storms, typhoon)

The time-dependent repeated application of combined climatic and environmental stresses
can induce material degradation effects or fatigue, performance losses and induce failure
modes. As some stressors can have a highly accelerating impact on degradation reactions
and some impacts can act synergistically, the development of suitable accelerated ageing
tests to simulate and predict various climatic and environmental conditions is a demanding
task.

3.2.2 Classification of Macroclimatic Conditions
In order to generalize findings from differing PV sites, a classification system is needed that
associates the similar climatic variables under a singular classification. For many scientific
fields, the Köppen-Geiger classification is used to relate different geographic locations by
similar climatic conditions. This system, first introduced in 1884 by Vladimir Köppen [26], was
improved upon by Rudolf Geiger in 1961 [27]. The Köppen-Geiger classification divides the
world into five main climatic groups, A, B, C, D, E (Tropical, Dry, Temperate, Continental,
and Polar, respectively). These main climatic groups are based on the type of foliage that
can grow in a specific region [26]. This climate classification is updated regularly to represent
current climatic conditions [15].
Recently, groups have been designing specific classifications for certain applications. For
example, the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers
(ASHRAE) have developed their own climate zones. The ASHRAE system was designed
around the usage of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems, relying on the
number of ‘heating degree days’ or a measurement of how much heating would need to be
applied to warm a space to room temperature [28]. Motivated by supplementing the com23
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monly used Köppen-Geiger climate system, Ascencio-Vásquez et al. [29] have added irradiance based climatic conditions. The new system, named KGPV, only uses the main climatic
classification (A - Tropical, B - Desert, C- Steppe, D – Temperate, E - Cold, F - Polar) and a
category based on the average annual irradiance. The irradiance categories have been divided into 30th, 50th, 80th percentiles. Of the 24 climatic zone possibilities, 12 have been
selected based on land coverage and population density. Photovoltaic degradation climate
zone (PDCZ) is a new system based on the specific level of stressors that a module would
be exposed to at a specific location [30]. PDCZ is specifically designed for use in the PV industry. The climatic classification consists of three categories: module temperature (T1-T8),
mean specific humidity (H1-H5), and wind speed (W1-W5). The temperature category has
been divided up into equal land area portions, whereas the humidity group has been binned
for equal data distribution. To capture the performance and degradation of a PV site, a climate classification needs to be designated. Climatic categories elucidate the conditions
modules operate under. A robust classification schema enables site owners/operators to cater their installations to the specific climate location. Using the KGPV classification system,
Ascencio-Vásquez et al. [31], have mapped the amount of predicted degradation of modules
for each climate zone. Alternatively, Karin et al. [30] have specifically selected the criterion
for their climate classification to be stressors that affect the degradation of PV systems. A
climatic classification combined with in-depth understanding of module degradation is critical
to affirming manufacturing warranties and predicting module lifetime [32].

Conditions in Accelerated Testing
This section describes stressors and stress levels frequently applied for the testing of PV
modules, and current research directions being pursued to increase the relevance of accelerated testing for PV. Accelerated stress testing involves applying stressors that PV modules
experience in their field use conditions but at higher stress levels than the PV modules experience in the field. These include temperature (e.g., high temperature, low temperature, temperature cycling), solar irradiation, mechanical stress, humidity, impacts (e.g., hail, stones,
projectiles), electrical discharge, acid, basic, and corrosive fluids. Indirect factors as a result
of light include current, bias on the p-n junction, and system voltage. Tests should be applied
to materials, components, mini-modules, and full-size modules. Stressors may be applied in
single factor tests, steady state, multi-factor tests, sequential stress factor, and combined
stress factor tests. A major challenge that accelerated testing has yet to address, is the fact
that the response of a material to a five or ten time increase in the particular stress level for
that stressor, may not be a linear function of the stress level. So, for example a material exposed to one sun irradiance vs. exposed to five suns irradiance, may not obey reciprocity,
and may not degrade a factor of five times faster. This makes many, if not most, accelerated
tests, while useful, not activating the same degradation mechanisms as real-world exposure
conditions [33].
Most of the commonly applied stress tests originated in military and electronics test specifications which include the Commission of the European Communities (CEC), the European Solar Test Installation (ESTI), the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), and the IEC [8]. In the following sections tests and testing methods are described which are used in PV industries.
Most tests are based on the type approval standard IEC 61215. These tests are also varied
in several specific methods in different ways. Some of the methods mainly multiply the test
durations or cycles of IEC 61215, grouped, and named as “extended IEC 61215 testing”.
Other methods do not define specific test durations but apply the tests until a failure occurs.
This approach is named “test to failure”. Both approaches can even be used to generate
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rankings of samples, but it must be clearly mentioned that the results cannot be linked to
expectable service life times of modules.

3.3.1 Damp Heat
Damp heat testing, otherwise known as high-temperature, high-humidity testing, examines
the ability of the module to resist environmental factors such as corrosion of materials, watervapour intrusion, hydrolysis, and delamination of encapsulant materials. The most common
damp heat condition is 85°C and 85% relative humidity. The appropriate testing regime depends greatly on the PV module design and the mechanism to be accelerated. A conventional encapsulated c-Si cell using a polymeric backsheet experiences moisture ingress
quickly in the field and in the damp heat chamber because typical backsheets are not moisture barriers. The relation between hours of damp heat testing with a 20-year module life at
site-specific conditions and estimated 20 years exposure in Miami, Florida, is correlated with
144 h at 85°C, 85% relative humidity ion driven by the resistivity of polymeric encapsulants
[34]. In contrast, in a glass–glass module with edge seal performing as a moisture barrier, it
takes more than 3000 h at 85°C, 85% relative humidity condition to test for moisture ingress
that would occur in 25 years in the Miami environment [35].

3.3.2 Temperature Cycling
The purpose of temperature cycling, or thermal cycling (TC) is to induce stress associated
with diurnal and climatic temperature excursions. CEC Specification No. 201 [8], [36] defined
a temperature cycling test alternating between -40°C to 85°C. The JPL Block V Buy included
a test sequence with up to 200 thermal cycles [37]. Based on field results, 200 cycles of temperature cycling between -40°C and 85°C has been extrapolated to survive ten years in the
field [38]. This type of failure is still observed in the field in hot climates [39]. In a modelling
study for lead tin (PbSn) solder joints, the number of thermal cycles (-40°C to 85°C) required
ranged 100 to 630 for various use environments for an equivalent 25-year exposure [40].

3.3.3 Humidity Freeze
Humidity Freeze is designed to evaluate delamination of encapsulant, junction box adhesion,
and inadequate edge seal [41]. It generally reveals destructive effects caused by humidity
penetration and subsequent expansion at below-zero temperatures. The current IEC 61215
qualification test requires at least 20 h at 85°C 85% relative humidity and 0.5 h freeze at 40°C, in ten repetitions [24].

3.3.4 Full Spectrum Light and UV Testing
Testing of PV modules has generally been unrepresentative and insufficient for outdoor lifetime prediction. Light produces various light-induced degradation (LID) effects, including
those associated with bill of material (BoM) complexes, metallic impurities, and hydrogen. It
also may contribute to delamination as a secondary effect caused by material degradation
like embrittlement of encapsulants [41]. Correlation between the total UV exposure dose and
module short circuit current (Isc) for all exposures showed that UV radiation caused losses of
0.25%–0.6% per year [42]. Contributions to the degradation include degradation of passivation of the cells [43] and yellowing of the polymer [44]. UV light sources for the test include sunlight, Xenon arc lamps, metal-halide lamps, and fluorescent UV lamps in the UV-A
and UV-B ranges. UV exposure at higher temperature accelerates the degradation in polymers as found in a study of PV module backsheets [45].
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3.3.5 Mechanical Load
Mechanical loading, such as by static loading or cyclic dynamic mechanical loading can precipitate failure modes such as broken Interconnect, cell breakage, solder bond failures, glass
breakage, and other structural failures. Load levels for static loading in IEC 61215 [24] qualification testing are 2,400 Pa, or optionally 5,400 Pa, for static loading, and per IEC 1000 Pa
for cyclic dynamic mechanical loading in IEC TS 62782 [46]. It is frequently sought to alternate mechanical loading with environmental stress tests such as temperature cycling and
humidity freeze cycles to grow cracks, precipitate delamination, and abrade the crack interfaces.

3.3.6 System Voltage
System voltage produces the class of phenomena called potential-induced degradation (PID)
[47], these include PID-shunting, polarization, corrosion, and delamination abbreviated as
PID-s, PID-p, PID-c, and PID-d, respectively. Shunting is most commonly understood to occur when cells are in negative potential with respect to the grounded module frame and exterior and Na+ ions of the glass front migrate into the cell causing a shunt at the junction and a
loss of the cell fill factor (FF). Polarization occurs when charge collects on the passivating
dielectric layers of the cell of polarity such that minority carriers are attracted to the surfaces
and recombine, leading to loss of open circuit voltage and generation of photocurrent. Electrochemical corrosion usually happens over a longer term in crystalline silicon technologies,
especially with respect to cell metallization interface with silicon, the metallization surface,
and the anti-reflective coating. The nature of the degradation by the corrosion reactions and
the pH resulting from the reactions depends on the polarity. System voltage also contributes
to loss of adhesion and causes the formation of bubbles [48] .

3.3.7 Weathering Tests
Weathering tests typically involve application of temperature light and moisture. ASTM G155
“Standard Practice for Operating Xenon Arc Light Apparatus for Exposure of Non-Metallic
Materials” and D7869 “Standard Practice for Xenon Arc Exposure Test with Enhanced Light
and Water Exposure for Transportation Coatings” are standards with cyclically applied stress
factors. Such cyclic tests, e.g., exposure in a xenon device with front-side water spray (3500
hours xenon 123 W/m 2 300 nm - 400 nm, 90°C BPT, 102 minutes UV dry, 18 minutes dark
with water spray) have been used to manifest failures in backsheets [49]. Weathering Technical Standard IEC 62788-7-2 “Measurement procedures for materials used in photovoltaic
modules - Part 7-2: Environmental exposures - Accelerated weathering tests of polymeric
materials” specifies several steady state weathering conditions including factors of temperature, humidity UV exposures with Xenon source, also applied to evaluate backsheets and
other polymeric materials [50]. A commonly applied IEC 62788-7-2 called A3 implements
65°C chamber air temperature with 20% relative humidity, 90°C black panel temperature, 0.8
W m-2 nm-1 at 340 nm.

3.3.8 Climate Specific Accelerated Ageing Tests
Based on the definition of the four climate profiles 1) dry and hot - arid, 2) moderate 3) humid
and hot - tropical and 4) high irradiation - alpine, within the Austrian R&D project INFINITY
(https://energieforschung.at/projekt/climate-sensitive-long-time-reliability-of-photovoltaics/)
[51] a programme was worked out with 14 climate specific test conditions for accelerated
ageing tests [52]. The big challenge in this respect was the adaption/advancement of existing
standard procedures (e.g., PV module design qualification and type approval IEC 61215, PV
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module safety requirements IEC 61730 [53], or salt mist corrosion testing IEC 61701 [54]),
for PV modules/components testing in a way that reliable testing for certain climatic conditions optimized PV modules is possible [3], [38], [52]. The time-dependent repeated application of combined climatic and environmental stressors (e.g., temperature, temperature cycles, humidity, irradiation, mechanical load, salt mist) was used to induce performance loss,
material degradation, and failures in test modules which resemble those effects occurring in
real-world PV installations under comparable climatic and environmental conditions [55], [56].
The advanced analysis of the data and first approaches of advanced data treatment have
already clearly shown that the electrical and material degradation of the test modules is dependent on (i) the type and combination, (ii) duration, and (iii) mode (sequential versus constant) of the stresses applied [57].The failures and performance losses observed in PVplants installed in various climate zones worldwide [58], [59] were compared to the failure
modes and degradation effects detected upon the climate specific accelerated ageing testing. The simulation of environmental stresses like heavy snow- and wind load and, enhanced
frequency of temperature cycling resulting in cell cracks and cell connector breakage could
be demonstrated. The accelerating effect of enhanced temperature, humidity, or additional
irradiation on the degradation of power and especially the polymeric materials could be
shown.

3.3.9 Combined Accelerated Stress Testing
While most of the above test methods have been optimized to replicate particular failure
modes after they have been characterized in the field, here, the stressors of the natural environments are combined: humidity, temperature, light, rain, wind/snow loads, as well as voltage stress, into a single Combined-Accelerated Stress Test (C-AST) for PV modules [3]. This
approach requires fewer modules and with fewer parallel tests and is designed to discover
potential weaknesses that are not known a priori in new or changed module designs by applying the stressors of the natural environment at levels corresponding to their statistical tails
in diurnal and seasonal sequences [60]. In addition to backsheet cracking, degradation
modes were observed including solder/interconnect fatigue, various light-induced degradation modes, backsheet delamination, discoloration, corrosion, and cell cracking. The ability to
simultaneously apply multiple stressors may allow many of the test sequences within the
standardized design qualification procedure to be performed using a single test setup [3].

Microclimatic Loads for Modules
While the above described macroclimatic stressors which are measured in the (close) vicinity
of the PV power plant and describe the local climate and environmental conditions, the temperature, humidity, and irradiance at the multilayer composite of a PV module can deviate
strongly from the macroclimate. Thus, the term “microclimatic load” mainly describes the
conditions (thermal impact, the humidity, and the radiative input) inside a PV-module (e.g., in
the encapsulant, at the interface solar cell/polymer). These conditions are the relevant parameters for processes taking place in the module (e.g., chemical degradation reactions).
Therefore, it is essential to be able to estimate the microclimatic conditions to estimate the
reaction rates of degradation processes and so also degradation effects and service life.

3.4.1 Relevant Loads for Degradation Effects / Processes
Microclimatic loads are defined as a local (meaning in / at a specific piece of material of the
module) / temporal specific climatic factor affecting the degradation of PV modules during
their long-term operation. Microclimatic loads do not only depend on the macroclimatic factors, which are subjected by climate-classification schemes, such as Köppen-Geiger climate
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classification [15], but also on operational conditions (e.g., electrical potential within the module). From this perspective, typical microclimatic loads related to degradation of PV modules
are summarized in Table 3:
Table 3: Degradation Effects of Microclimatic Loads.
Climatic Factor
Temperature

Microclimatic Loads
Extreme High / Low
Temperature
Rapid temperature change

Irradiation

Dust / Soil

Non-uniform temperature
elevation
Non-uniform irradiation

Degradation Effects
Physico-chemical property
changes of polymeric materials
(e.g., creep)
Thermo-mechanical fatigue in
soldered portions
Hot Spot formation
Bypass-diode failure
Hot Spot formation

(Shading)

Bypass-diode failure

High content of UV radiation

Loss of encapsulant integrity

Differences in albedo
Non-uniform accumulation of
dusts

Yellowing of polymeric materials
Hot Spot formation
Bypass-diode break

Humidity
Salt mist / Gas
Wind / Snow
Hail

Non-uniform penetration of
moisture into PV module
Penetration of salts / gases into
PV module
Non-uniform mechanical /
thermal loads
Instantaneous mechanical
impact

PID risk increase
Corrosion (interconnectors /
gridlines)
Acceleration of Corrosion
Processes and PID
Cell cracks / Frame brake /
Demounting
Cell cracks / Glass break

On the basis that PV modules are operated in places with an ambient temperature range of
at least -40°C to +40°C, almost all of them have been designed and type-approved, in accordance with the international standards (IEC 61215 / 61730 series). This ambient temperature range is equivalent to the module temperature having a 98th percentile temperature of
70°C or less. However, when PV modules are mounted on a roof with only a small gap between modules and the roof under high-temperature conditions, the module temperature
often exceeds 70°C in the 98th percentile temperature. Although the degradation caused by
the temporal high-temperature is evaluated with the new test specification (IEC TS 63126:
2020 its effect in PV modules during long-term operation under the environments would be
prudently considered in the modelling of service life prediction, while the temporal (and repeated) high-temperature modestly affects the physico-chemical properties of polymers in
PV modules [61].
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Furthermore, the module temperature is temporally changed by the shadow of moving
clouds, as well as by the diurnal cycle with day and night. Indeed, by the shading, the module
temperature can oscillate over 20K range within a short-term on a cloudy-hot day. The thermo-mechanical damage is consequently accumulated in the soldering bonds (in particular,
the contacts between interconnector and busbar on the individual PV cells) [40], [62]. In a
similar way thermo-mechanical damage leads to backsheet cracking (e.g., for Polyamide
(PA)-backsheets [63]). This degradation effect has been included in a physical model for service life prediction [6], [9], as well as the evaluation procedure on this effect is published as
IEC 62892:2019.
In addition, the diurnal shading with trees, buildings, and other obstacles for solar irradiation
(including the non-uniform accumulation of dust / soil on PV modules) would induce not only
the non-uniform temperature elevation within PV cell/module, but also the current mismatch
of cells within the PV module. This spatial difference in temperature accelerated by the current mismatch could be a cause of the accumulation of thermo-mechanical damage in the
soldering bonds, and the bypass-diode could eventually fail. Therefore, degradation due to
shading should also be considered in estimating service life in certain situations. Another
specific degradation can appear in locations having radiation spectrum with high UV content
(e.g. high mountain). In those circumstances, the organic encapsulants have a heavier damage and it exists the risk of early loss of their properties giving rise to humidity ingress and
further module degradation. The backsheet is impacted by differences in irradiance depending on differences in the albedo from ground covering (e.g., soil compared to vegetation) and
the position of the backsheets in the field (e.g., top row compared to bottom row, edge of a
row or the middle of a row) [64], [65].
Humidity works as a key stressor to degrade PV modules. Metal parts (especially in front
metallization on the respective PV cells) are corroded by the moisture and the organic acids
released from the encapsulant. Since the dynamic behaviour of moisture ingress mainly depends on the penetration kinetics from ambient moisture (from rear side through the inter-cell
spaces) [66], [67], an inhomogeneous spatial distribution of moisture on each PV cell is observed [32]. Consequently, the non-uniform degradation within each PV cell is resulted by
this behaviour of moisture ingress which is depending on some parameters (ambient temperature / humidity with diurnal cycling, water vapour transmission rate of backsheet, diffusion constant of water in encapsulant, width of inter-cell space, and others). In PV modules
installed on a floating body on a water surface (e.g., lake or sea), the high-humidity atmosphere around them could continuously affect the degradation, for example, the leakage current between the frame and cells could be elevated in those of the floating PV system [68].
PV modules installed in coastal areas or on the roof of livestock barn could be excessively
degraded by the corrosion facilitated with salt mist or ammonia gas, respectively, as the acceleration of potential-induced degradation (PID) has been reported under the salt-mist
spraying on PV modules [69].
High-velocity wind due to a tropical cyclone and storm triggers the fracture of solar cells
which would be a major cause of the hot-spot formation, by the cyclic loading of non-uniform
mechanical pressure to PV modules installed in these regions [70]–[72]. Cell cracks can be
caused by instantaneous hail impacts. Since the time of emergence and the intensity of
these loads could not be easily predicted, the effects on the degradation of fielded PV modules is generally difficult to be included in a physics model on the degradation of PV modules
operated in a field. However, newly proposed data-driven statistical and machine learning
methods could provide a good solution to include these effects based on historical data.
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3.4.2 Determination / Calculation of Microclimatic Loads
Usually SLP models (especially physics-based models) require microclimatic loads as inputs
(e.g., module temperature instead of ambient temperature or humidity inside the PV module
instead of ambient humidity). To provide the microclimatic data, several models are used to
calculate microclimatic loads from macroclimatic conditions.

A. PV Module Temperature Models
Temperature is the macroclimatic impact factor, which has probably the biggest impact on
degradation rates and Service Life of modules, since it is not only causing temperature driven processes, but it also acts as an acceleration factor for most degradation processes. The
calculation of microclimatic temperature loads is therefore of highest importance for the estimation of degradation of modules. Several models have been developed to estimate microclimatic PV module temperature using ambient temperature, irradiance, and wind speed as
input factors [73] [74]. Usually the specific module design and material properties are represented by PV module specific parameters.
Here are presented two commonly used models, one by Ross [75] (1) which is a function of
ambient temperature and irradiance, and the other one by Faiman [76] (2), which takes the
cooling effects due to wind into account:
●

●

Ross model

Faiman model

𝑇𝑚𝑜𝑑 = 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 + 𝑘𝑅𝑜𝑠𝑠 × 𝐸𝑃𝑂𝐴

(1)

𝐸𝑃𝑂𝐴
𝑈0 + 𝑈1 × 𝑤𝑠

(2)

𝑇𝑚𝑜𝑑 = 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 +

where Tmod and Tamb [°C] are the PV module and ambient temperature, EPOA [W/m2] is the
incident solar irradiance on the module, and ws [m/s] is the wind speed. kRoss is the Ross
coefficient, which is related to the heat transfer properties of the materials [77]. U0 [W/(°C
m2)] and U1 [W s/(°C m3)] are the coefficients describing the effect of the radiation on the
module temperature and the cooling by the wind, [78] respectively.

B. Models for Humidity Ingress
Humidity is a very important parameter for the microclimatic conditions influencing degradation processes in PV modules. Heat transfer in PV modules is a fast process, usually faster
than a change of the climatic conditions. The environmental conditions determining the module temperature can therefore usually be directly used as input in SLP models. However,
moisture diffusion is a comparably slow process. The type of module, its layout, and materials used have a large impact on the speed of diffusion and possible moisture ingress pathways. For example, it can take several days for moisture to penetrate a backsheet, but several years to diffuse to the encapsulation in front of a crystalline silicon cell [79], [80]. The
moisture content at different positions inside the module can thus vary strongly at any given
time, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Moisture ingress measured with miniature RH sensors at various places in a
1-cell crystalline silicon mini-module mounted in Bolzano, Italy [80]. The module consists of an ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA) encapsulant and a polyethylene terephthalate
(PET) backsheet.
Simple analytical relations, equivalent to (3) and (4) for the temperature, are thus hard to find
and specific to the type of module, the materials, the location of the installation and the position of the material within the module. SLP models therefore currently do not include all these
factors and use e.g. an average moisture content inside the module, commonly linked directly to the relative humidity in the air. However, their accuracy could be increased in the future
by correlating them to the spatially resolved moisture profile over time in the modules. This
profile is usually calculated with finite element method (FEM) simulations. To combine the
additional insights delivered by FEM simulations with SLP models the development of the
moisture content at a selected position in a module over time can be calculated by FEM and
used as input data set for SLP. Such data is relatively independent of short-term changes
and therefore can be combined with e.g. temperature data with higher temporal resolution.
Examples for such simulations to determinate the humidity content inside PV modules can
be seen in Figure 3 and Figure 4. For both calculations the identical module design and material parameters have been used. In addition, measured ambient climatic data of two test
sites, one on the island of Gran Canaria, Spain (Figure 3) with maritime climate and one in
the Negev desert, Israel (Figure 4) with arid climate have been used. The humidity follows
relatively fast the ambient conditions at the positions in the backsheet (named “Backsheet”)
and in the interface between backsheet and encapsulation (named “Interface). In the encapsulation in the spacing between two cells (named “EVA centre”) also seasonal effects can be
seen. For positions with longer diffusion way from the backsheet like in the encapsulation
between cells and the glazing above the centre of the cell (named “EVA top”) or half way
between the edges of the cell and the centre of the cell (named “EVA mid”) seasonal effects
are negligible. The humidity levels within the modules, which are approached on the long
term depending on materials and climatic conditions and can vary significantly or even be
very similar, even in very different climates, as the examples in Figure 3 and Figure 4 show.
For service life prediction (SLP) modelling often humidity data is used representing long term
average (for positions with high fluctuations) or long term stabilized (for positions with low
fluctuations) values. The examples show that the microclimatic humidity conditions are far
away from being homogeneous in a PV module and therefore working with only one value for
SLP calculations leads to uncertainties, depending on the location of the different degradation processes in PV modules. This has especially to be considered if calculations shall address specific failure modes or specific materials or components.
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Figure 3: Development of humidity at different positions in a PV module over time using maritime ambient climatic data of a test site on Gran Canaria, Spain.

Figure 4: Development of humidity at different positions in a PV module over time using arid climatic data of a test site in Negev, Israel.
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The governing equation for humidity diffusion is Ficks Second Law of Diffusion [66]. The
change of the water concentration C [kg/m 3] over time is
𝜕𝐶
= 𝐷 × ∆𝐶
𝜕𝑡

(3)

where D [m2/s] is the diffusion coefficient. Such simulations have led to some non-intuitive
results. For example, while initial sorption is much faster in a tropical climate, moderate and
alpine climates can lead to a constantly higher moisture content in the front of crystalline silicon cells after several years of installation [79]
Deviations from Fickian behaviour have been reported in various encapsulants, for example
thermoplastic polyolefins (TPO) or ionomers [81]. More complex models are better suited to
describe these materials. An example is the dual-transport model presented in [82]. It solves
equation (3) in FEM simulations and implements such deviations as an inhomogeneity in the
material. The boundary conditions on each material interface can be derived from Henry’s
law, describing the equilibrium state on the boundary.
𝐶 =𝑆×𝑝

(4)

Here, p [Pa] is the partial water vapour pressure and S [kg/m3Pa] the solubility of water in the
material. The temperature dependency of both D and S are described by an Arrhenius law,
for example
𝐷 = 𝐷0 × 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

𝐸𝐴,𝐷
)
𝑘𝐵 × 𝑇

(5)

where D0 [m2/s] is the pre-exponential factor of D and EA,D [kJ/mol] is the activation energy. D
and S can span many orders of magnitude in different encapsulants, backsheets and edge
seals [35], [83]. Deviations from Henry-type sorption have been observed in polyvinyl butyral
(PVB) [84], EVA and PET [85]. The Engaged Species Induced Clustering (ENSIC) model of
Perrin and Favre [86], [87] can describe the absorption isotherms more accurately in these
materials, using two fitting parameters k1 and k2.
𝐶=

𝑒𝑥𝑝[𝑅𝐻 × (𝑘1 − 𝑘2 )] − 1
(𝑘1 − 𝑘2 )⁄𝑘2

(6)

It results in a higher moisture content inside the module in a humid environment compared to
the Henry sorption model.

3.4.3 Cross-Correlation of Accelerated Exposure and Real-World Operational
Conditions
The exposure conditions used in indoor accelerated tests generally consist of simple controllable stressors. However, installed PV modules are subjected to multiple, complex environment stressors that vary in time, which make understanding PV module real-world degradation behaviours and failure complicated. Recently, studies have started to link the degradation observed in indoor accelerated exposure to degradation observed in outdoor exposure
[6], [88], [89], [90]. Accelerated sequential indoor exposures are being used to evaluate PV
module performance under synergistic stressors more similar to real-world PV modules [6].
This section focuses on module level studies to bridge the gap between accelerated indoor
and multi-climate zone outdoor exposure conditions. Physics-based models and statistical
models were used in these module level studies. An example of a physics-based modelling,
Kaaya et al. [6] used multiple transformed Arrhenius equations to link indoor and outdoor
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exposure by using the exposure conditions and module performance. In their study, three
degradation mechanisms, hydrolysis, photo-degradation, and thermomechanical degradation, are assumed to be necessary for service lifetime prediction. The assumption was based
on three indoor exposures: damp heat, damp heat with UV light and temperature cycling.
Using indoor exposure data, the physics-based models of the three degradation mechanisms
were calibrated, validated, and analysed as a first step. The second step was to derive a
combined/total degradation rate model from the three specific degradation mechanisms rate
models. The combined model was calibrated and validated using performance data of identical PV modules installed in three climatic zones, namely arid, maritime, and alpine. Severe
degradation was predicted in arid due to higher temperatures in this zone that determines the
reaction rates for other degradation mechanisms caused by other stressors such as hydrolysis by humidity and photo-degradation by UV dose. In correlation with indoor exposure, it
was predicted that the hydrolysis mechanism has the lowest contribution to the total degradation rate compared to photo-degradation and thermomechanical mechanisms.
A statistical model uses module performance to answer the question of how similar and how
fast the module degrades in different exposed conditions. This model is useful to get the degradation constant rate and determines module performance. A study by Liu et al. [89] uses
stepwise I-V measurement for five brands of modules under two types of indoor accelerated
test and eight modules installed in three climate zones. The performance of modules under
different indoor and different climate zones outdoor exposures is modelled. In the next step,
normalization is applied to get an optimal solution as cross correlation scale factor (CCSF).
CCSF is calculated to be the sum of squared error by rescaling the time in the indoor model
and the cross-correlation coefficient (CCC) for the overlapping time range of the outdoor
model and scaled indoor model is determined. CCC is used to evaluate the similarity of the
trend of module performance under different exposures, and CCSF indicates the ratio of degradation rate under different exposures. These are the two methods to correlate degradation
in indoor and outdoor modules. Because different degradation mechanisms may cause similar change in overall performance, it is important to include more characterization results
such as I-V features to obtain more cross-correlation coefficients. The result shows which
indoor exposures induce more similar changes for each outdoor system. The results obtained from maximum power and I-V features analysis show good consistency. In particular,
the modules installed in the Bwh (arid climate, desert climate, hot desert) Köppen-Geiger
climatic zone correlate well with the two models.
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MODELLING APPROACHES
There are two broad classes of empirical modelling approaches used in degradation studies:
statistical models and mathematical (analytical or numerical) models incorporating equations
for physical and chemical phenomena. Empirical modelling is the generic term for activities
that create models by observation and experiment [91]. The distinction between statistical or
physics\chemistry mathematical models is an important distinction because of the difference
in perspective of these two approaches. Statistical models, often referred to as data-driven
models and based in statistical inference, are empirical models that embody a set of statistical assumptions concerning the generation of the sample data (and similar data from a larger
population), and in an idealized form, the data-generating process [92], [93]. Mathematical
models, for example in the physical sciences, “start with most of the following elements:
Governing equations for the physical or chemical processes being considered, supplementary sub-models with their defining equations and constitutive equations and associated assumptions and constraints such as Initial and boundary conditions and classical constraints
and kinematic equations” [94]. These physical/chemical mathematical models can be based
on closed form equations (an analytical model), or numerical approximations such as finite
element or difference methods [95]. So statistical models and mathematical models are approaching degradation phenomena, modes, and mechanisms from opposite ends. The statistical models are closely tied to the measured data for the system, while the mathematical
models are closely tied to the degradation mechanisms that the researcher believes are active in the system. By coupling both data-driven statistical modelling approaches and physical\chemical mathematical modelling approaches, we have the best opportunity to elucidate
what is happening in the degrading system [9]. We can confirm the activation of mechanisms
whose physics are well understood, and by comparing with the data-driven results, we can
identify the gap between our mathematical model and the total sum of degradation mechanisms that are actually active in the system, enabling the identification of previously unidentified degradation phenomena [96].

Issues in Empirical Modelling: Bias versus Variance Trade-Off
Empirical modelling involves fitting models to data, and since data contains both noise and
information, all modelling methods need to address issues of models that either overfit or
underfit the data [97]. The case of overfitting corresponds to having a model (consider a statistical model with a polynomial functional form) with too many degrees of freedom, so that it
fits not only the information present in the data, but it also fits the actual noise, the variance,
present. Therefore, the fitted coefficients (the βi) of this overfitting model, will be reporting the
noise, in addition to extracting the information; the model has gone too far in fitting the data,
it is fitting the variance in the data. An underfitting model is the opposite case, where the
model has too few degrees of freedom and therefore is unable to extract all the information in
the data. For example, fitting a simple straight line, to a phenomenon that is fundamentally
exponential or quadratic in its nature, means that our “model”, the straight line, has too much
“bias” to extract the information from the data. This model can only be a straight line, so we
are unable to extract the parabolic or exponential coefficients, and therefore are “underfitting”
this model. This is a simple illustration of the bias versus variance trade-off that is faced by
all empirical models, be they statistical or mathematical in nature. One of the main practices
used in statistical data-driven modelling, is to initially split the experimental dataset into two
parts, a training set, and a test set. With this, one is now able to fit many possible models, by
“training” each model using the training dataset, and then the quality of the model fit, and the
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bias versus variance trade-off, can be assessed using a learning curve, as shown in Figure
5. The trained models, with their fitted coefficients, are used to predict the y-axis response for
all x data points in the test dataset, and the error (e.g. RMSE) is plotted for each model as a
function of that model’s degrees of freedom. The “best” model will have the minimum prediction error, when evaluated on the test dataset, since it will balance, or trade-off, the bias and
variance present in the modelling of this dataset.

Figure 5: Performance of a model on the training dataset and the test dataset, as a
function of model complexity, which is the number of degrees of freedom of the model, and the prediction error of the model. The learning curve for the test dataset, defines the optimal model, as being the model that minimizes the trade-off between variance and bias of the model [97].
As can be seen from the prior discussion, all empirical modelling can be considered as an
attempt to use modelling to extract information from datasets, while leaving the noise behind
in the data. In this sense, the resulting model, that optimally balances bias and variance, is
the best tool for extracting the information we are interested in. Statistics has used hypothesis testing, and mathematical models use our chemical and physical understandings of phenomena to prescribe the functional forms used in models. Shannon’s theory of Information
Entropy, represents a third approach to model and variable selection, and this information
theoretic approach has become very appealing in modern modelling approaches [98]–[101].
The third consideration in empirical modelling is the difference between predictive and inferential models. Inferential models are designed to infer the mechanisms that cause the re36
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sponse; why does the system respond in this way. While a predictive model focuses on predicting the magnitude of the response. For inference, one wants a parsimonious model, defined as having a small number of degrees of freedom, and typically an additive model, in
which the terms have coefficients that are associated with each term in the model. For accurate prediction, one can have a model that is very complex, and this many times will serve to
produce more accurate predictions. To the user, knowing the desired utility of the model,
helps define what characteristics, such as the number of degrees of freedom, the model
should have.

Degradation Models of PV Module Materials, Components and
Specific Degradation Modes
The current PV market has a need to address variations in climate-related and weatherrelated issues as well as to understand the underlying degradation mechanisms occurring in
PV modules and module components, such as backsheets and solar cells, to improve the
reliability and lifetime of modules. The topic of degradation of polymeric materials used in PV
applications due to environmental weathering has been well researched. But there are still a
significant number of areas with open questions which need future work to address.
Degradation of polyethylene terephthalate (PET), used as the core layer in many backsheets, has been studied under the stressors of temperature and humidity. The degradation
of other polymeric materials under the stressors of UV irradiation, temperature, and humidity
has also been studied, but the uncertainties are significant when the details of the particular
polymer and the additives are not clear. Corrosion studies may be divided into those not involving the factor of voltage bias (e.g., acetic acid effects on the contacts between Si and Ag
grid fingers) and those that involve leakage currents promoting charge migration, oxidation,
or reduction at various components in the PV module. Solder bonds degrade by thermomechanical fatigue and depending on the alloy, formation of brittle intermetallic accelerated by
temperature. Many degradation processes are not easily modelled considering multiple
stressors (synergist effects) and sometimes a sequence of stressors leading to the degradation. Current understanding of these cases is presented.
It is useful to explore lifetime and degradation science (L&DS), which is based on the development of network modelling and structural equation models (netSEM), to gain insight into
the mechanisms of degradation in modules [20], [96], [102]. Data-driven netSEM models, are
statistical models which can be classified into two types: predictive and inferential. Predictive
models make use of a stressor (S) and a response (R), represented by <S|R> while inferential models take mechanistic (M) variables, or variables that track specific degradation mechanisms, into account (written as <S|M|R>). netSEM models are based on linear response
theory [51] and utilize the bra-ket notation (<S|M|R>) [103] to easily represent the important
stressors, mechanisms and responses. The modelling incorporates statistical tools and metrics such as Aikake Information Criterion (AIC) [104], Adjusted R-squared (Adj.R2), Network
Science [105], and Graph Theory [106] and appropriate functional forms and Markovian and
multiple regression methods to compare and study the responses of PV components during
accelerated and real-world exposure. Using the netSEM R package developed [107], this
can be accomplished.
By using netSEM and L&DS, it is possible to discern the underlying degradation mechanisms
under the influence of applied stressor conditions. In this methodology, relationships between
stressors, mechanisms and responses can be mapped using statistical data analysis. Often,
these results can be viewed in the form of a network degradation pathway model for materials, components, or full systems. Figure 6 shows the elements of PV L&DS.
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Figure 6: Different steps involved in PV lifetime and degradation science.

4.2.1 Predictive Model Example: PET Degradation
As an example of a predictive <Stressor|Response> (<S|R>) model we will consider PET
degradation and predict the responses of yellowness index (YI) and haze. Using netSEM we
can gain a better perspective of the active pathways and degradation mechanisms occurring
in PET under exposure [20], [96].
Gok et al. [108], exposed three PET grades were analysed under four different exposures
and performed an in-depth analysis of which quadratic and linear terms play a key role in
modelling these degradation patterns with <S|R> models. Haze can be considered a response variable and so can be predicted using stressors. It has been observed that based on
the exposure type, the trend varies. CyclicQUV (UV light with condensing humidity) has a
dominant cubic trend while the rest of the exposures have a quadratic variation with very little
haze formation. Figure 7 shows the results of this predictive modelling.
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Figure 7: <S|R> models of the change in yellowness index (YI) for all material and exposure types as a function of exposure step. HydStab is hydrolytically stabilized PET;
UnStab is unstabilized PET; UVStab is UV stabilized PET. All samples were evaluated
stepwise over time every 168 hours (one week) for a total of 1176 hours for seven
steps. Each exposure is plotted on a free scale.

4.2.2 Inferential Mechanistic Model Example: PET Degradation
In addition to studying how the response is impacted by the stressor using predictive
<Stressor|Response> (<S|R>) models, in this example we will investigate how the mechanistic variables (M) are related to the stressor (S) and response (R) using inferential <S|M|R>
models. <S|M|R> models connect these variables in a pairwise fashion using one of the seven model types: SL (simple linear), Quad (quadratic), SQuad (simple quadratic), Log (logarithmic), Exp (exponential), CP (change point) and nls (nonlinearlizable exponential). Adjusted R-squared values are included between pairwise relationships to indicate the strength of
the relationships.
As an example, <S|M|R> inferential models of PET degradation studied by Gok [11] provide
quantitative insights into active degradation mechanisms and degradation pathways of three
PET grades under four accelerated conditions. Figure 8 shows this inferential <S|M|R> model for PET films exposed to ASTM G154 Cycle 4 (cyclic exposure with UVA light at 1.55
W/m2, 340 nm and 70°C with dark humidity at 50°C). In this study, yellowness index (YI) was
chosen as the response variable, which is also a sensitive indicator of degradation in PET
films. The mechanistic variables were chosen as UV-Vis optical absorption and FTIR features measured spectroscopically.
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Figure 8: netSEM degradation pathway model of PET degradation with an explanation
of mechanism in Table 4.
Figure 8 shows the PET degradation pathway under the ASTM G154-Cycle 4, with cyclic
heat, humidity, and UV light (8 h of UVA light at 1.55 W/m 2 at 340 nm at 70˚C and 4 h of
condensing humidity at 50˚C in dark). Time tracks the stressor (hours of exposure) <S| and
yellowness index (YI) is the response |R>. The experimentally measured “tracking variables”
for each mechanism are in yellow boxes, and the degradation mechanism they are correlated with are shown in blue boxes which are detailed in Table 4. These mechanisms are the
fundamental absorption edge, the UV stabilizer peak, chain scission and crystallinity of the
PET. For each pair-wise relationship in the network the functional form of the mathematical
model (Model) that best fits the data is named and the adjusted R2 values (adj-R2 or adj-RSqr) for each of these model fits for the pair-wise relationship are given along the connection
lines. The models are SL (simple linear), SQuad (simple quadratic), Quad (quadratic), Exp
(exponential), Log (logarithmic), CP (change point), and nls (non-linear least squares regression).
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Table 4: Explanation for degradation mechanisms for Figure 8 netSEM model.
Mechanistic variable

Description

Method

Represents

Yellow
Box

Meaning

Blue Box

abs312

Absorption
at 312 cm-1

FundAbsEdge Fundamental UV-Vis
absorption
edge

Fundamental
absorption edge shown
by absorption at 312
cm-1

abs340

Absorption
at 340 cm-1

UVStabBl

Bleaching of UV-Vis
the UV stabilizer

Bleaching of the UV
stabilizer shown by
absorption at 340
cm-1

ftir975

Infrared
Cryst
signal
at
975 cm-1

Change
in FTIR
crystallinity

Infrared signal at 975
cm-1
indicating
change in crystallinity

Meaning

The formation of haze was also observed under cyclic heat and humidity along with UV-Vis
light as illustrated in Figure 7. Age-induced crystallization can be tracked using IR absorptions at 975 cm-1. Yellowing was found to be accelerated with a combination of humidity and
UV light. Changes in haze correspond to variations in crystallization as evident from the
<S|M|R> model and domain knowledge. Hence, one of the most important degradation
pathways found in this study is the yellowing in UV exposure and haze formation in humidity
[11].

4.2.3 Degradation Models of Polymers
Polymer weathering, or ageing, processes and their complex interactions result in polymer
degradation and can be studied and described by measuring changes in a specified and defined physical or chemical property over time [109]. Relevant physical properties for polymer
backsheets and encapsulants can be mechanical (tensile strength, elongation at break,
modulus), thermomechanical (melting and crystallisation behaviour, thermal expansion coefficient) or optical (transmittance, reflectance, yellowing or colour index) [110]. Chemical
properties include chemical interactions and the reactive behaviour which leads to further
degradation such as the permeability of gases through the polymers [111], [112] and the degree of crosslinking of the encapsulant [113], [114]. Chemical changes of polymers induced
by ageing can be monitored spectroscopically (FTIR peak ratios or carbonyl index, Raman,
UV-VIS, NIR) and by thermal analysis [110], [112], [114]. Additional materials evaluations
that have a relevant meaning for the performance and reliability of PV modules can also be
monitored (see Figure 9). An overview over common polymer aging mechanisms and its effects are summarized in Table 5.
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Table 5: Aging mechanisms of polymers [115].
Mechanism

Stressors

Additional accelerating Effect
factors

Thermo-oxidation

Temperature,
Oxygen

Other oxidizing reactants Embrittlement, discolora(e.g. ozone, nitrogen tion, formation & outgasoxide)
sing of low molecular degradation products

Photo-oxidation

UV radiation, Temperature,
Oxygen
reactants

Hydrolysis

Humidity

Temperature,
catalytic Embrittlement
effective acids and bases

Postcrystallization

Temperature

-

Shrinkage, warpage and
crack formation

Relaxation

Temperature

-

Shrinkage, warpage and
crack formation

oxidizing Embrittlement,
fluorescence,
dis-coloration,
bleaching, formation &
outgassing of low molecular degradation products

Any change, an increase or decrease, of a defined property over time could in principle be
simply fitted using existing mathematical functions such as linear, exponential, logarithmic,
linear-linear change point etc. These mathematical functions can be used to make extrapolations to calculate when in time, a physical (or chemical) property reaches a certain value or
threshold, in which the studied material, in this case a polymer, is not useful or it can be considered degraded. Of course, extrapolating results of a model beyond the range of variables
and data used in fitting the model, can be inaccurate, so care is needed to validate the extrapolated predictions. Furthermore, whether there is a non-destructive or destructive evaluations, measurements or approaches, probabilistic models could also be derived such as the
Weibull distribution [116].
Another classical and simple approach is the Arrhenius equation model (7). This model derived from chemical kinetics, which is limited to temperature driven processes, can also be
used to model polymer ageing and degradation. If a property that is measured over time and
at different temperatures (at least three), the resulting values can be plotted as the natural
logarithm versus the inverse of the experimental temperature, and the mathematical linear fit
of the defined ageing process can be obtained. Linearization of the fitted values can be used
to determine the activation energy, Ea, and pre-exponential factor, A. This model has the
main advantage of being easy to perform and determine experimentally, requires little computational power, and the possibility to interpolate or extrapolate a property value at a defined temperature [117]. A good application of the Arrhenius approach is the modelling of
thermal and thermo-oxidative degradation mode for different polymers on thermal-gravimetric
analysis (TGA) measurements [118], [119]. The Arrhenius approach is also very helpful to
model transport phenomena processes involving polymers such as transmission rates, diffusion and solubility of water vapour, acetic acid, and oxygen [111]. Activations energies and
pre-exponential factors are quite useful for polymer degradation simulations.
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𝑘 (𝑇) = 𝐴 × 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

−𝐸𝑎
)
𝑅×𝑇

(7)

While it has been used in studies of the degradation of PV materials, there are many cases
where its applicability is limited such as in glassy materials such as oxides and amorphous
polymers [117], [120]–[122]. Due to several factors, often it is not possible to model weathering or ageing behaviour using the mentioned approaches. During the ageing processes
some non-linearities or deviations in the measurements might appear, that could be attributed to experimental errors, outliers, hidden factors, and multiple processes occurring at the
same time. A solution for this ‘deviations’ is the Aquilanti–Mundim [OG3] deformed Arrhenius
model (8) [123]. This model has similar mathematical terms as the Arrhenius law, but with a
deformation parameter, d, added to account for an observed deviation or non-linearity. Deviations from the Arrhenius law can be also denominated sub-Arrhenius and super-Arrhenius.
There are also cases where more advanced forms of the Arrhenius equation are required for
example where explicit temperature dependence of A the preexponential factor, or modification of T in the exponent is essential to model real physical phenomena, or where the preexponential incorporates other complex factors such as irradiance and humidity [124], [125].

Figure 9: Aging processes of polymers [109].
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𝑘𝑑 (𝑇) = 𝐴 × (1 − 𝑑𝐸𝑎⁄𝑅 × 𝑇)1⁄𝑑

(8)

Current experimental research in the aging behaviour of polymeric backsheets and encapsulants involves more variables than just temperature. UV irradiation, moisture, and mechanical loads also have their share in polymer ageing and degradation. These external factors
are sources of deviation and non-linearity. Other contributors of non-linearity or deviations
are the polymers themselves. Polymers have characteristic time-temperature dependence of
certain relaxation and transition processes such as creep behaviour and the glass transition
temperature. Depending on the studied polymer, it is also possible that the experimental
temperature of an ageing test can coincide with a transition temperature of the polymers
used in backsheets and encapsulants causing difficulties in modelling the ageing behaviour.
Additional polymer specific factors that could make ageing and degradation modelling difficult
are: residual stresses, crystallinity degree, cross-linking degree, chemical resistance, molecular weight distributions, additives types and quantities, and material interactions [115];
Especially for backsheets, their multi-layer structure and the different compositions are a particular challenge (e.g. [110], [112], [126]).
Modelling polymer ageing and degradation in PV modules also requires the modelling of the
microclimatic conditions like module temperature (based on solar irradiation), moisture and
oxygen ingress processes into the module [116]. For this reason, new and more complex
methods and numerical approaches are required, as e.g. described in chapter 3.4.2. Examples for these methods are finite element method (FEM) [127], deep and machine learning
[128], multivariate data and correlation analysis [129] and principal component analysis
(PCA) [130]. Multiscale models also include: Phase-field theory models, Monte-Carlo (MC)
and kinetic Monte-Carlo simulations [131], [132] and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
[133], [134]. Using MD models to describe ageing processes would require an enormous
computing capacity, although new approaches at the nano-scale are being studied [135].
PET hydrolysis, a typical degradation reaction for condensation polymers and critical for PV
reliability, has been long studied using classical kinetic approaches. Launay et al. [136], studied the changes in properties such as molecular weight and crystallinity at neutral conditions,
they found out that PET hydrolysis corresponds to a second order reaction. No auto-catalytic
behaviour, random chain scission, and the production of ethylene glycol and terephthalic acid
are enough to describe this degradation process [136]. This first kinetic approach cannot be
applied for PET hydrolysis modelling in PV modules, because it was studied under stationary
conditions, which are in contrast with the transient conditions of which PV modules are subjected. Also, from the chemical point of view, PET hydrolysis can proceed at neutral, basic,
and acidic conditions, which is unknown for the PET in PV modules. A more PV-oriented
kinetic modelling of PET hydrolysis study was done by Picket et. al. [137], in which the degradation rate is defined as the days to brittle failure. From this, an embrittlement kinetic is
determined using an Arrhenius approach by measuring embrittlement at different temperatures and humidity levels to determine the activation and pre-exponential factors [137].
An example of modelling polymer degradation used in PV modules is the work of Gagliardi
et. al. [127]. In their predictive modelling of the photo-oxidation of EVA, the degradation
pathway is first described based on the known oxidation mechanism for polyolefins adapted
for EVA. Each degradation step is written as a chemical reaction equation with its own temperature-dependent reaction rate coefficient. As degradation proceeds, small molecules react and other small molecules are being produced as degradation products, which simultaneously diffuse. These simultaneous processes are described as a reaction-diffusion (RD)
system to describe the concentration of water and acetic acid. A key element of this work is
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the discretization of the concentrations and temperature gradients as a finite element. Based
on the concentration values of degradation from experimental photo-oxidation values, degradation products can be estimated for long periods of time, since temperature and relative
humidity values from environmental data, can be used to calculate module temperature and
water concentration in the PV module [127].
In principle, this modelling approach can be used for any polymer degradation process, in
which the main degradation mechanism is identified, and a pathway is known, as well as the
different degradation products. In general, for polymers oxygen and water concentrations are
constant in any polymer degradation process. The difficulty of this approach is to first find the
actual reaction rates coefficient, k(T), which are specific to each chemical equation and are
temperature dependent, and even though they follow Arrhenius law, these require a known
activation energy and pre-exponential factor. Another requirement to use this approach is to
know the diffusion, solubility coefficients, which are also temperature dependent [20].

4.2.4 Empirical Models of Cracking
A. Cracking Overview
Cracking occurs as a result of thermomechanical stresses and the origin of cracks can begin
from different stages such as preparation of wafers, module fabrication, transportation,
and/or external environmental conditions. These cracks are seldom visible to the eye and
can propagate, leading to considerable mechanical and electrical degradation.
To understand the different components that can be impacted by cracking, consider the
glass-backsheet module architecture which has an asymmetrical stress state. Most commercial PV modules use glass-backsheet module architecture. The front side glass is usually
about 3.2 mm. This non-symmetrical architecture causes the layer of solar cells to be in between the central layer and backsheet layer. Since the frame constrains the movement of the
module, if the load was applied to the module in the scenario of wind, hail and so on, the
module will tend to deform. When load is applied, the backside of the module is under tensile
stress. This stress applies to both the cell layer and the backsheet. Silicon which is used in
solar cells is very brittle with a low tensile strength. Cracks can propagate in a preferential
manner based on the direction of loading and can be classified based on several criteria. The
developed microcracks in the solar cell during installation or transportation is also easy to
expand under tensile stress [138].
The backsheet film contains several layers of polymer that exhibit desirable elasticity and
plasticity, which lower the risk of developing cracks under tensile stress. The mechanical
properties of these elastic components degrade under long-term weathering. In addition,
outdoor PV modules also face periodic temperature changes due to the daily and seasonal
temperature changes in the outdoor environment and due to the operating temperature of the
modules. The multilayer construction of backsheet materials leads to a discontinuity of coefficient of thermal expansion. The difference in thermal expansion coefficients cause mechanical stress under heating. The mechanical stress is concentrated at places with constrained
deformation. The mechanisms of backsheet cracking is closely related to the chemical composition and process technologies of the backsheet. In addition, to wind and weight load,
backsheet materials are subjected to other points of stress not due to external loading. Any
internally raised area such as ribbon wiring or the edge of a cell can cause internal stress in
the backsheet material [138].
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B. Stochastic Weibull Models of Cell Cracking
To cut down the material costs involved in making commercial PV modules, the silicon wafer
thickness is being reduced in current times. This leads to a higher propensity of crack formation under mechanical loading conditions. Progress is made by researchers to identify the
components and factors that influence the initiation of cracks as well as their subsequent
propagation which is outlined in the recent review article by Papargyri et al. [139].
Cracks in solar cells are generated at various stages of PV module fabrication starting from
wafer production, soldering/lamination to transportation/installation as well as their exposure
to various weather conditions and loads such as wind, rain, snow, etc. [140]. These processes generate micro cracks that are not visible to the eyes but can be seen from EL images.
These micro cracks may lead to electrical disconnection of the affected cell region and higher
series resistance along with reduced short-circuit current leading to power loss of the module
[60]. The cracks formed from one or more of the stages lead to a higher probability of breaking and reduce the fracture strength of the PV module [141].
There are several classifications of cracks formulated on the basis of shape, size, direction,
position, and criticality. The two most commonly observed crack shapes are line and star:
line cracks are formed due to scratches and occur in the wafer production phase whereas
star-shaped cracks originate due to point impacts in which line cracks tend to cross each
other. Based on the size, cracks can be categorized into macrocracks and microcracks
based on the width. A crack less than 30 μm wide is called a microcrack and anything higher
than that is a macrocrack. There are several different directions in which cracks can form,
including parallel and perpendicular to busbars, diagonal, +45°, -45° and multiple directions.
Any crack that forms in the silicon solar cells can be expressed as a combination of these
crack directions. Cracks based on cell position include facial and sub facial: facial cracks
form on the surface on the solar cell whereas sub facial cracks propagate at the depth of the
wafer even if they are initiated on or below the cell surface. Based on criticality or severity,
there are three categories of cracks: A) type of cracks do not cause disconnections in cell
regions, B) type of cracks cause some regions to crack and lead to partial isolation, and C)
type of cracks result in complete isolation of the cell region and cause severe power loss
[140], [142].
The most commonly used cell types are Al-BSF and PERC in the industry. Extensive studies
have been done on cell cracking of Al-BSF cells and reported in the literature. It is known
that the cell strength is dependent on loading direction [143]. Details about cell cracking and
studies are discussed in a previous IEA PVPS report [23]. Typical crack patterns can be assigned to a cause: a repetitive crack from one PV string to the next which is oriented 180°
can be attributed to production failure [144], dendritic cracks in PV modules can be associated with heavy mechanical loading or higher acceleration. There are specific cell cracking
characteristics seen in encapsulated monocrystalline and multi-crystalline solar cells as reported by Sander et al [145]. It was observed that the loading parallel to busbar direction is
much more critical in the case of multi-crystalline cells because of a lowered fracture stress
and has a higher probability of cracking. An additional study by the authors also showed that
cracks prefer to propagate from existing weak points formed during soldering or lamination.
During the four-point bending tests, it was seen that monocrystalline Si mostly showed 45°
cracks at the cell edges without pre-existing cracks. This is because cracks propagate along
(100) oriented 45° to the cell edges. With pre-existing cracks, it was found that there was
deviation from the 45° crack pattern. In multi-crystalline Si under perpendicular loading, dendritic cracks were seen to form pre-existing cracks during the module production phase.
From the research done by Paggi et al. [146], the conclusion is that the elastic deformation is
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an important factor for the electrical behaviour of the crack and cracks on the cell can recover electrical conductivity.
Studies are being conducted on PERC-based modules to inspect cracking characteristics. In
a recent study of PERC modules under thermal cycling by Braid et al., it was concluded that
bifacial PERC with localized contacts at the openings of the rear passivation layer are more
prone to degradation due to cracking and corrosion. Most of the cracks that were formed
were not correlated with power loss as cracks do not always lead to electrical isolation over
large cell areas [147].
Mathematical (numerical) models of cell cracking have been advancing recently and are
playing an important role in comparing the reliability of PERC and Al-BSF PV cells. Finite
element, structural mechanics modelling of photovoltaic (PV) modules is becoming a more
popular tool with which to design for, and evaluate, module reliability [148]. Combining
Weibull analysis and weakest link theory one can calculate the unique probability of crystalline silicon PV cell fracture when measured as bare cells and when stressed in reduced- and
full-sized modules [149]. Experimental results indicate that the characteristic cell strength is
reduced by ~20% once packaged into the laminate of a one-cell module and loaded in fourpoint flexure (4PF). This experimental observation was shown consistent with a weakest link
theory prediction that the strength limiting flaws reside on the surface of the cell’s edge.
The predicted load-displacement response of the experimental bare cell loaded in 4PF is
compared with the analytical solution according to Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. The numerical model is in excellent agreement with the experimental measurement and deviation from
the analytical solution suggests that large deflections, such as required to achieve cell fracture, are beyond the small deflection assumption of beam theory. The analysis is ultimately
extended to describe the equivalent loading of four-cell modules loaded by uniform pressure
and 4PF and a uniformly loaded full-sized module in terms of the cell’s probability of failure.
A uniformly loaded full-sized module is not equivalent to smaller, representative modules.
The smaller modules must be loaded to a much higher level than their parent full-sized modules to achieve an equivalent probability for cell fracture (Figure 10). The relatively low sensitivity of characteristic stress on Weibull effective region ratio for Weibull modulus values
above 10, the equivalency relationships are anticipated to be consistent when modelling fullsized modules with a variety of mechanical constraints.
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Figure 10: Calculated cell fracture probabilities for the cell within a four-cell module
loaded uniformly and in 4PF and select cells within a uniformly loaded full-sized module. The two x-axes scales reconcile the application of pressure in uniform loading
and force in 4PF. For illustrative purposes, each distribution is evaluated for 80%
probability of cell fracture.

C. Models of Backsheet Cracking
Backsheets are critical to provide mechanical strength and electrical insulation to the module.
As the material ages, degradation can lead to cracking and failure of the insulative properties
posing a serious hazard. Currently much of the research in backsheet cracks has been related to determine the mechanisms and stressors behind the crack formation in different backsheet constructions and identifying crack types in real-world exposed modules [4], [63], [126],
[150]–[152].
Mathematical modelling of backsheet cracking is complicated because of the multilayer nature of backsheets since backsheets can be coextruded or combined by adhesive layers.
The degradation in the backsheet is generally nonuniform through the thickness and is initiated by multiple different types of mechanisms. Cracks initiate between cells on the sun-side
layer in polyamide backsheets by the formation of acetic acid from EVA hydrolysis [63],
[150]. Increases in the modulus of the backsheet is an indicator of future cracking by using
the Derjaguim-Muller-Toporov (DMT) model [150]. Cracks under the busbars initiate from the
air-side of the backsheet due to the stress induced at that point [63]. Owen-Bellini et al.
showed that cracking in polyamide (PA or AAA) backsheets is a two-step process that starts
with chemical degradation that then initiates microcracking and then a mechanical load to
propagate the microcracks to form macrocracks. The authors performed finite element modelling that the localized stress concentrations are present regions in between cells and that
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the stress driving the macrocracking is thermocycling [4]. Lyu et al. calculated the fracture
energy of the brittle layer of polyamide backsheets using the Hsueh and Yanaka model (HY’s
model) to measure critical strains. The HY’s model is based on the cracking of brittle
film/ductile substrate systems where an effective substrate thickness is used which is proportional to the brittle layer thickness. The effective substrate is used to consider the perturbation of the existence of the brittle layer on the stress field of the substrate. The HY’s model
showed a good agreement with the measurements in terms of crack density vs. applied
strain (Figure 11). This type of modelling informs the quantitative relationship between degradation and crack formation. Additionally, it helps with materials selection by identifying the
backsheets that may crack under real-world exposure conditions [153].

Figure 11: The Hsueh and Yanaka model results compared to the actual measurement
of cracks per applied strain (%) for PA samples exposed to 2000 and 4000 hours of A3
condition in IEC 62788-7-2 [153].
Statistical modelling of backsheet cracking aides the identification of cracks is a time intensive process and can be automated using a combination of analytical and modelling techniques. The identification of different cracking mechanisms elucidates the different types of
stress that the material experiences in the field. Likewise, Klinke et al. [154], developed a
method of analysing profilometry scans of backsheet surfaces to identify and predict locations that cracking would occur (Figure 12). This method used a machine learning algorithm
to identify the surface of the backsheet in the profilometry data and then identify outliers from
that surface. The outliers are either cracks, bubbles, or delamination in the material. Then the
crack width and depth are calculated for each crack that was identified. This method can
quantify cracks over a large physical area, providing it with an advantage over techniques
like X-ray computed tomography (XCT) and laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM).
The method was also able to identify cracks before they were visually apparent in the material which could help with material selection by reducing the time needed in exposure to identify materials that had small microcracks. Zhang et al. used a fully convolutional deep neural
network (F-CNN) to identify different types of cracking and delamination from images of
backsheets with great precision and at a low computation time [155]. This technique used
images of different types of cracked backsheets that had been exposed to accelerated and
real-world exposure [157]. The images were labelled with different types of cracks and then
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compared to the output of the F-CNN which had a 92.8% prediction accuracy. The comparison is seen in Figure 13. This type of imaging technique could be useful in field survey of PV
modules to identify and quantify the types of backsheet cracking or degradation present in
fielded PV modules [155].

Figure 12: A diagram showing how the 3-D cracks are taken as 2-D optical profilometry data (left). The output for optical profiometry data after machine learning algorithm
identifies the backsheet surface and the outliers representing cracks in the backsheet
(right). The cracks only propagate into the core layer from the inner layer of backsheet
(sun-side) [157].
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Figure 13: Six examples of crack inspection task performed on the test images (left
column) using the trained F-CNN (right column). The middle column is the person labelled images. The different colours in the middle and right column images indicate
different crack classes listed in the legend below [155].
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Photovoltaic Performance Models
Physical models are developed based on the physical/chemical understanding and assumptions of specific degradation mechanisms. The models are developed to quantify the effect of
climatic stressors on the electrical performance of PV modules. Generally, available physical
models for PV degradation rates evaluations are still only heuristic models which do not include the influence of all intermediate degradation steps involved. In other words, the kinetics
of a specific degradation mode are modelled by assuming one rate dominating process. For
indoors applications several models are available [9]. For outdoor applications, a few authors
[6], [7] have proposed physic-based models to quantify the effects of combined climatic
stresses on PV performance degradation. Both models use UV irradiation, relative humidity,
and temperature as stressors, which are assumed as the main climate degradation factors
for PV modules. The formulations of the models are described below.

4.3.1 Degradation Model based on Bala et al. [7]
𝑘(𝑇, 𝛥𝑇, 𝑈𝑉, 𝑅𝐻) = 𝛽0 × 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

𝛽4
𝛽3
𝛽2
−𝛽1
) × (𝛥𝑇𝑑𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 ) × (𝑈𝑉𝑑𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 ) × (𝑅𝐻𝑑𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 )
𝑘𝐵 × 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥

(9)

where 𝑘 [%/year] is the degradation rate, 𝑘𝐵 (8.62 × 10−5 eV/K) is the Boltzmann constant,
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 [Kelvin] is the daily maximum temperature of the module, 𝛥𝑇𝑑𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 is the daily cyclic temperature of the module, 𝑈𝑉𝑑𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 [W/m2] is the daily UV irradiance, 𝑅𝐻𝑑𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 [%] the daily relative
humidity, 𝛽0 [1/sec], 𝛽1 [eV], 𝛽2 , 𝛽3 and 𝛽4 are the frequency factor, activation energy, parameters that measure the effects of cyclic temperature, UV radiation, and relative humidity, respectively.
The model was calibrated on degradation data of a mono-crystalline PV module. The calibrated model was applied to predict degradation rates of four different regions with different
climatic classification as: hot and dry, cold, hot and humid, and semi-arid. The authors predicted strong degradation under hot and humid conditions.

4.3.2 Degradation Model based on Kaaya et al. [6]
In this approach, degradation rate models are proposed for specific degradation mechanisms/processes based on the applied climatic stresses. A combined/total degradation rate
model was derived from the specific rate models as,
𝑛

𝑘 𝑇 = 𝐴𝑁 ⋅ ∏
𝑖=1

(1 + 𝑘𝑖 ) − 1

(10)

where 𝑘 𝑇 [%/year] is the total degradation rate, 𝐴𝑁 is the normalization constant of the physical quantities, n is the total number of degradation mechanisms and 𝑘𝑖 is the degradation
rate of the ith mechanism.
In their study, three degradation mechanism were assumed as: hydrolysis, photodegradation, and thermomechanical degradation. The total degradation rate based on these three
mechanisms was expressed as:
𝑘 𝑇 = 𝐴𝑁 ⋅ (1 + 𝑘𝐻 )(1 + 𝑘𝑃 )(1 + 𝑘 𝑇𝑚 ) − 1

(11)

Where 𝑘𝐻 , 𝑘𝑃 , and 𝑘 𝑇𝑚 are the degradation rates for hydrolysis, photodegradation, and
thermomechanical degradation, respectively.
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The degradation rates for each specific mechanism were evaluated as functions of climatic
stresses as:
𝑘𝐻 (𝑇, 𝑅𝐻) = 𝐴𝐻 ⋅ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

−𝐸𝑎𝐻
) ⋅ 𝑅𝐻𝑛
𝑘𝐵 ⋅ 𝑇

𝑘𝑃 (𝑈𝑉, 𝑇, 𝑅𝐻) = 𝐴𝑃 ⋅ 𝑈𝑉 𝑦 ⋅ (1 + 𝑅𝐻𝑛 ) ⋅ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
𝑘 𝑇𝑚 (𝛥𝑇, 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) = 𝐴 𝑇 ⋅ (𝛥𝑇 + 273) 𝑥 ⋅ 𝐶𝑟 ⋅ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

(12)

−𝐸𝑎𝑃
)
𝑘𝐵 ⋅ 𝑇

−𝐸𝑎𝑇
)
𝑘𝐵 ⋅ 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥

(13)

(14)

where, 𝑘𝐵 (8.62 × 10−5 eV/K) is the Boltzmann constant, 𝑇 [Kelvin] is the annual average
module temperature, 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 [Kelvin] is the annual average maximum temperature of the module, 𝛥𝑇 is the annual average cyclic temperature of the module, 𝑈𝑉 [kWh/m2] is the total annual UV dose, 𝑅𝐻 [%] is the annual average relative humidity, 𝐶𝑟 [cycles/year] is the annual
temperature cycling frequency 𝐴𝐻 [1/year], 𝐴𝑃 [1/kWh/m2/year], and 𝐴 𝑇 [1/cycles] are the
exponential coefficients for hydrolysis, photodegradation, and thermomechanical rates, respectively. 𝐸𝑎𝐻 , 𝐸𝑎𝑃 , and 𝐸𝑎𝑇 [eV] are the activation energies of power degradation due to
hydrolysis, photodegradation, and thermomechanical mechanisms, respectively. 𝑛, 𝑦, and 𝑥
are model parameters that measure the effect of RH, UV, and 𝛥𝑇, respectively.

Using performance data of three identical mono-crystalline PV modules installed in three
different regions: Negev in Israel, Gran Canaria in Spain and Zugspitze in Germany, the
model was calibrated and validated. Figure 14 shows the annual distribution of relative humidity (A) and module temperature (B) in the three regions.
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Figure 14: Annual distribution of relative humidity (A) and module temperatures (B) in
Negev, Gran Canaria and Zugspitze. The dotted line shows the annual average values
in all the locations. The data corresponds to the monitoring period of the year 2013.
Figure 15 shows the modelled power degradation prediction plotted with experimental data in
the three locations. The classification of the regions as well as the predicted specific and total
degradation rates are presented in Table 6.
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Figure 15: Normalized (with initial power before exposure) power degradation prediction in comparison with measured power degradation in the three locations [6].
Table 6: Climate classification as well as estimated degradation rates and failure time
(20% loss in the initial power) in three regions [6].
Region

Classification

𝑘𝐻

𝑘𝑃

𝑘 𝑇𝑚

𝑘𝑇

[%/year

[%/year

[%/year]

[%/year]

Failure time
[years]
21.4

Negev

Arid

0.169

0.216

0.225

0.74

Gran
Canaria

Maritime (Oceanic)

0.122

0.212

0.104

0.50

31.6

0.043

0.103

0.129

0.30

52.8

Zugspitze Alpine (cold)

The authors predicted stronger degradation in Negev with hot and humid climatic conditions
which is consistent with the predictions from the previous authors [7]. For specific degradation mechanisms, the model predicts lower impact due to hydrolysis in comparison with
thermomechanical and photodegradation mechanisms. Indeed, very small degradation due
to hydrolysis is predicted in Zugspitze despite the high levels of relative humidity. This could
be explained by the low average module temperatures experienced in this region, hence
slowing hydrolysis processes and the absolute water vapour concentration. In all cases, high
rates are predicted in Negev. To extend the analysis, the authors applied the calibrated
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model and the processed climatic data from ERA5 (Copernicus Climate Change Service
ERA5) to evaluate and map the specific as well as the total degradation rates worldwide (see
Figure 16) [31].

Figure 16: Total degradation rates based on a mono-crystalline silicon PV module [31].
From Figure 16 it is clear that strong degradation is predicted in AH regions (tropical with
high irradiance) according to the newly developed KGPV zones [29]. Due to the very low
relative humidity present in AK (tropical with very high irradiation), lower degradation rates
were predicted in comparison to AH zones.

4.3.3 Photovoltaic Modules Service Prediction Models
PV modules SLP reliability models are defined as time dependent functions that describe the
evolution of the performance of PV modules with increasing operation period. These functions are used to evaluate the long-term performance degradation from the calculated or extracted degradation rates. In most cases, the PV community applies a linear regression reliability model (15) to evaluate the long-term performance degradation. However, several authors have reported non-linearity in performance (power) degradation in fielded PV modules
and systems. For example, Köntges et al. reported in [23] that the loss in power can take
different shapes, for example: exponential-shaped, linear-shaped, and step and saturating
power degradation loss over time. In [158], it is also reported that non-linearity of power loss
is usually observed in the field depending on the PV module technology. Recently, Virtuani et
al. [159] observed polynomial power degradation instead of a linear behaviour in several PV
modules after 35 years of field exposure. To model these non-linear behaviours, the authors
in [6] have proposed a non-linear power degradation reliability model (16) with a tuneable
shape parameter (𝜇) to optimize different degradation shapes (see Figure 17 (A)) observed
in the field. Moreover, in their recent publication [147], the authors demonstrated that evaluated energy yield of a PV module could highly depend on the degradation shape for the
same evaluation time as shown in Figure 17 (B).
𝑃(𝑡) = 𝑃0 (1 − 𝑘 ⋅ 𝑡)
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𝑃 (𝑡) = 𝑃0 ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− (
𝑡𝑓 =
𝑡𝑓 =

0.2
𝑘

𝜃 𝜇
) )
𝑘∙𝑡

𝜃
−1
𝑘 ⋅ (|𝑙𝑛(0.2)|)𝜇

(16)

(17)

(18)

Where 𝑃(𝑡)𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑃0 are the power at evaluation time and initial power respectively, 𝑘 is the
degradation rate [year-1], (𝜇) is the shape parameter and 𝜃 parameters associated with the
material. 𝑡𝑓 in equation (17) and (18) is the failure time derived from the linear model (15) and
non-linear model (16) respectively.

Figure 17: A, Optimization of power degradation shapes by altering the shape parameter µ. B, Relative energy yield corresponding to different values of µ [12].
For long-term performance degradation prediction, the degradation rate (k) can be evaluated
from physics-based models described above or by fitting the model on the performance data
after a given period of time. However, it should be noted that depending on the reliability
model used in the calibration process, the evaluated or extracted degradation rates might
differ for a given degradation dataset. For example, in Figure 18 (A) linear and non-linear
models are calibrated on a PV module performance data after six years of field exposure.
Using the linear model, a degradation rate of 1.1% per year corresponding to 18.2 years lifetime is evaluated. In comparison with the non-linear model, a degradation rate of 1.2% per
year corresponding to 21.0 years lifetime is evaluated. From this example, despite a relatively higher degradation rate evaluated using a non-linear model in comparison with the linear
model, a longer lifetime is predicted using a non-linear reliability model. This is because the
failure time not only depends on the extracted degradation rate but also on other model parameters as shown in equation (18). These variations in degradation rates due to the different reliability models call for a change in degradation rates reporting and interpretation in the
PV community. Indeed, to achieve a consistent interpretation of the reported degradation
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rates, the best practice will be not only to report the degradation rates, as commonly done in
the PV community but also the method used to extract them. Moreover, another concern is
the use of a simple extrapolation after given years of field exposure to predict the long-term
performance. A recent study has shown the pitfalls of this approach and proposed a new
approach based on time dependent degradation rates for more reliable long-term predictions.

Figure 18: (A) Calibration of linear (blue) and non-linear (red) reliability models on outdoor measured PV module performance data (black) after six years of exposure. The
dashed lines show the long-term performance degradation predictions. (B) Simulated
change of failure time with degradation rates of the two reliability models.

4.3.4 Statistical Performance Loss Rate (PLR) Modelling Approaches
Statistical data-driven modelling approaches describe the performance of PV systems and
PV modules over time. Traditionally, the performance decline is calculated by linearizing the
performance trend of a PV system’s performance data and commonly referred to as Performance Loss Rate (PLR). The PLR of PV systems is unknown and different approaches are
used to provide a calculated PLR as close as possible to the true unknown value. In general,
the calculation of PLR follows a uniform sequence, which includes input data quality check
and data cleaning, data filtering, the selection of a performance metric and the application of
a statistical model to determine the final PLR, reported in %/year. Although the sequence is
similar, a variety of approaches has been developed and different methods are used depending on the analyst’s preferences without knowing if these methods are close to the actual
PLR of the PV system. In the recent Task 13 report “Assessment of Performance Loss Rate
of PV Power Systems” [17], a large-scale benchmarking study has been conducted among
leading research institutions and universities to answer the question, if a superior calculation
approach exists today for the calculation of PLR across various PV systems. The study included next to several modelled PV system datasets also 19 real datasets of operating PV
systems. 32 combinations of data filter – performance metrics – statistical models have been
tested.
The study shows that today there is no superior uniform calculation procedure following a
predetermined set of filters-metric-statistical model. Instead, it is suggested that a voting, or
preference aggregation, method may represent an accurate approach for PLR evaluation.
Averaging the results of calculated PLR using many filters, performance metrics and statistical modelling approaches does appear to provide consistent and robust PLR estimates. This
multiple method approach may serve as an ensemble model in which inaccuracies of all the
different approaches are minimized in the voted result. Furthermore, it is suggested to assign
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a 95% confidence interval for each of the used approaches as uncertainty. Overlapping intervals indicate if methods are statistically similar. The average of an ensemble of similar
approaches is assumed to be close to the actual unknown PLR. Like this it is possible to select calculation methods with overlapping confidence intervals, exclude outlying approaches,
calculate the mean of these similar approaches and thereby provide a reliable PLR estimate.
An example for this approach can be seen in Figure 19, where the PLR of a PV system has
been calculated using 27 different filter-metric-model combinations and the mean of statistically similar approaches is used to calculate the PLR. The reported uncertainties are varying
across the approaches due to different uncertainty calculation approaches, an issue discussed in the report [17]. That is why the shown cloud of confidence intervals is just estimated in this example.

Figure 19: Ensemble Approach for PLR estimation, combination of filter, metrics and
statistical methods along x-axis, PLR along y-axis together with suggest confidence
interval and outlying approaches.
Statistical modelling approaches are usually assuming a linear, constant performance degradation over time. This representation is important for possible warranty claims, a basic health
check of the plant and can be used to intercompare similar systems in the field. Nevertheless, as discussed in this report, the time dependent performance evolution of PV systems is
very complex and highly nonlinear.
A novel approach to calculate multi-step performance losses (MS-PL) is presented [160],
which provides a more detailed picture of the PV system performance. Here, the non-linear
performance trend of a PV systems time series is divided into linear segments by automatically detected breakpoints. Breakpoints divide the performance timeseries into subsets of
varying performance behaviour. Like this, the performance can be assessed in greater detail
compared to a linear evaluation. The algorithm provides a trade-off between an easily under59
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standable and at the same time fairly precise PLR rating. Multiple sublinear PLR with the
according time period are returned.
The dataset preparation is similar as for linear PLR calculations. After an input data quality
check, tailored filters are applied on raw PV power and high-quality irradiance time series.
Consequently, these data are transformed and aggregated to a monthly temperature corrected PR time series. Seasonal and trend decomposition [161] is applied to separate a nonlinear performance trend from the time series by data decomposition of trend, seasonality
and a reminder. Finally, an adapted version of 𝑅²𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 , a parameter used in multivariate
regression to determine the optimal number of predictors for a model to find the optimal
number of breakpoints based on the nonlinear trend. Thereby, different multi-step performance loss models with a varying number of breakpoints are tested and a maximized
adapted 𝑅²𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 , yields the best model which presents an optimum between performance
evaluation simplicity and detail. The exact location of the breakpoints on the time axis together with the fitted linear trend-lines is. The function returns a table with an optimized number of linear performance loss values together with the corresponding breakpoint dates (see
Table 7). The algorithm has been applied to an operating multi-crystalline PV system, installed in Bolzano, Italy. The results are presented in Figure 20 and Table 7:

Figure 20: Multi-step performance fit for multi-crystalline PV system in operation for
eight years: PR (orange - dotted), temperature corrected PR (red - straight), trend-line
of temperature corrected PR (dark-red - straight), Linear fit (grey - dashed), multi-step
fit (darkblue - dotdashed) and vertical breakpoints (light-grey - dashed).
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Table 7: Optimized number of linear performance loss values together with the corresponding breakpoint dates.
Optimized
𝑃𝐿𝑅𝑙𝑖𝑛
𝑃𝐿𝑅1

𝑃𝐿𝑅2
𝑃𝐿𝑅3

RMSE

𝑷𝑳[%⁄𝒚𝒆𝒂𝒓]
-1.01

February 2011 – February 2019

0.76

January 2014

-2.94

August 2015

Breakpoint

-0.97
0.33

In the table, next to the overall PLR as well as the individual performance loss values and
corresponding breakpoints, the RMSE between the non-linear performance trend and the
modelled fit is listed. In order to present a more accurate uncertainty estimation, it is suggested to add the residuals back to the non-linear performance trend before calculating the
RMSE. It is visible that the system experiences an initial performance gain for the first three
years of 𝑃𝐿𝑅1 = 0.76 %⁄𝑎, followed by a strong decrease for one and a half years and finally
settles at a constant performance loss value of 𝑃𝐿𝑅3 = −0.97 %⁄𝑎, which is very close to the
over linear PLR estimation of 𝑃𝐿𝑅 = −1.01 %⁄𝑎. The initial gain has also been observed for
other systems installed under the same conditions and in the vicinity.

It is suspected that the initial gain is based on a combination of PV technology behaviour and
favourable weather conditions. In the summer of 2013 and winter of 2013 to 2014 high temperature corrected PR values were recorded before a measurable reduction in performance
was detected. As efficiency of crystalline systems decreases under low irradiance conditions
due to higher related resistance losses, high average irradiance conditions under constant
temperature yields high efficiency values and therefore an increase in performance [162],
[163]. These high-performance values can be connected to a very sunny July, in which the
highest monthly yield was recorded, and a mild and sunny following winter where the PR
reaches very high values of almost 100%.
The presented algorithm goes a step beyond the usually presented linear PLR and thereby
allows studying performance affecting events over the course of the systems lifetime and,
especially, close to breakpoint dates. The MS-PL algorithm can be used in combination with
individual degradation models presented in section 4.2 and section 4.3 and on-site characterization methods to divide the overall performance behaviour into its root causes. Thereby, we
could gain a greater understanding of climate stressor dependent performance in the field
and better estimate the lifetime of PV modules and systems installed under various conditions.

4.3.5 Variations and Uncertainties in PV Modules Degradation Rates and Lifetime Prediction
In addition to a sensitivity analysis of degradation rates in different climates, the estimated
degradation rates using physical models should be close to realistic values in order to be
used for service lifetime predictions. However, due to the many environmental stressors and
factors influencing associated with physical degradation models, the accuracy of the estimated degradation rates is affected. In [14], the different sources of variations and uncertainties
associated with physical models where explored. The authors categorized the sources of
variations and uncertainties into two major categorises:
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•
•

Variations and uncertainties due to simplification of reliability and degradation rate models. They showed that the variations can be as high as 65.5%
Variations and uncertainties due to estimation of micro-climate variables from macroclimate variables (e.g., module temperature from ambient conditions, UV from global irradiation).

The authors showed that estimation of module temperatures has the highest uncertainty
compared to other climatic variables (relative humidity and UV). The uncertainties where dependent on location and on the model used to estimate the module temperature, for example, in Figure 21, the benchmark of the module temperature estimated according to Faiman
and Ross models are presented using monthly box plots. In Table 8, the uncertainties and
variations of different temperature ranges are presented. The minimum and maximum temperatures are evaluated as the 5th and 95th percentiles of the annual temperature distribution respectively. Finally, in Figure 22, the variations in degradation rate and failure time estimations using measured and modelled PV module temperatures are shown.
According to the authors, the Faiman model that considers the effect of wind speed could
improve the prediction accuracy since it showed better prediction in comparison to the Ross
model.
The highest discrepancies between measured and modelled temperatures are visible in extreme temperature ranges (e.g., in minimum and maximum temperatures ranges).
A correlation of uncertainty in module temperature estimation to the uncertainty in degradation rate /failure time estimation is highly location dependent. That is, in locations with lower
operating temperatures higher uncertainty in module temperatures estimations show less
impact on the degradation rate accuracy in comparison with locations with higher operating
temperatures. The authors linked this observation to the Arrhenius temperature dependence
nature of the degradation rate models.
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Figure 21: Monthly box plots of measured and modelled PV module temperature in the
four locations:(a) Negev, Israel; (b) Gran Canaria, Spain; (c) Zugspitze, Germany; (d)
Ljubljana, Slovenia. The plots correspond to the year 2014 for Negev, Gran Canaria
and Zugspitze and 2018 for Ljubljana [14].
Table 8: NRMSE of module temperature estimation (T mod) and the relative differences
of measured and modelled annual; average module (T avg), minimum (Tmin) and maximum (Tmax) temperatures in different locations using Faiman and Ross models.
NRMSE and relative difference of module temperature estimation
Location
Negev
Gran Canaria
Zugspitze
Ljubljana

Faiman model
Tmod

Tavg

Tmin

12.8%
15.9%
37.6%
13.5%

0.8%
8.1%
2.5%
7.2%

14.8%
11.0%
37.3%
77.3%

Ross Model
Tmax
2.5%
4.8%
4.0%
3.0%

Tmod
14.3%
17.0%
40.8%
14.7%

Tavg
0.8%
3.9%
1.3%
7.2%

Tmin
13.0%
10.4%
49.0%
76.2%

Tmax
3.5%
5.3%
9.2%
3.9%
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Figure 22: Variations in degradation rates and failure times using measured and modelled PV module temperatures. The percentages are the relative differences compared
to degradation rates evaluated using measured PV module temperatures [14]. Failure
time defined as a 20% loss of the initial power.
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CONCLUSION
Service lifetime prediction of PV modules and components is of interest to all PV stakeholders. For example, reliable service lifetime predictions aid: PV module and components manufacturers to provide more realistic warranties, PV project investors to make good financial
decisions, and consumers to increase their trust in PV energy. More reliable service lifetime
prediction of PV modules and components is still quite a challenge. This report provides the
state-of-the-art of the different methods used for PV modules service lifetime prediction.
The report presents the following essential aspects: main climatic stressors, degradation
models and mechanisms, degradation pathway models, degradation rates, and reliability
models. Different physical and statistical methods used for degradation rate estimation as
well as service lifetime prediction are presented. According to the studies in this report, the
following key observations establish the current state-of-the-art of service lifetime prediction:
The main degradation stressors are well understood; however, the corresponding induced, or
activated, degradation mechanisms are difficult to generalize. The reason for this is because
new PV materials are being proposed frequently and usually react differently to the different
stressors (e.g., have different degradation kinetics). The degradation mechanisms activated
are a function of the specific materials exposed.
Degradation pathway network models are proposed for specific degradation models using
the network structural equation modelling (netSEM) analysis. netSEM analysis is a useful
and robust approach to map stressors, mechanisms, and responses. It can help to understand the complex interactions between variables and includes metrics that highlight statistically significant relationships. This in-depth insight into the mechanisms of degradation in PV
modules can help to develop more reliable degradation kinetics models and hence pave the
way to improve reliability and lifetime prediction of PV modules.
Several physical models are proposed to evaluate the degradation rates of specific degradation modes/mechanisms for indoor applications. However, few developments are available
for models that combine different degradation mechanisms for outdoor applications. A few
models which are available are based on basic assumptions for example, considering few
(so-called main stressors) and neglecting others. These assumptions limit the application of
the available models in locations where the neglected factors have a significant impact.
Moreover, the models also assume the kinetics of degradation to be influenced by a single
dominant degradation mechanism. This means that the models neglect the degradation
pathways. More complex models that consider the relevant degradation pathways could help
to generate a clear correlation of the observed performance degradation with the active degradation mechanics.
Although traditional statistical methods such as: classical seasonal decomposition (CSD),
autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA), and seasonal-trend decomposition using LOESS (STL), are applicable for PV applications to evaluate the performance loss rate of
operational PV modules and PV systems. These models are generally used in different fields
for time series data and not developed specifically for PV applications. New statistical methods such as Yearly Degradation Score (YDS) and Multi-step Performance Losses (MS-PL)
are proposed specifically for PV applications. Such PV specific degradation methods could
help to capture PV performance dependent factors that cannot be achieved using the traditional time series methods. Additionally, new approaches to identify degradation mechanisms
signatures from fielded PV data are being proposed. These new developments could be the
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solution to correlate the extracted degradation rates from statistical models to the degradation mechanism which has been the major drawback of time series methods.
For service lifetime prediction, linear performance degradation with a constant degradation
rate is an approximation or assumption that is still widely used in the PV community. However, this assumption does not usually apply – as demonstrated in recent research. Therefore,
using this approximation may result in high uncertainty in lifetime yield predictions. The positive news is that this issue is attracting interest from different researchers to evaluate and
propose models for non-linear degradation rates and performance degradation. Such improvements are promising to improve the accuracy and reliability of service lifetime predictions. Additionally, the inconsistencies in degradation rates by different methods and analysts
is also a challenging aspect for reliable lifetime predictions. In addition, there is no existing
standardized procedure for degradation rates estimation and reporting. Such a standardized
procedure is necessary to have more consistent and reusable degradation rates.
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